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In recent years, there has been a decline in the
number of mothers who breastfeed their babies. One of
the reasons for the decline in breastfeeding is that the
infant formula companies have been doing much marketing
and promotion on their products.
At this same time, there is a trend towards in-
creasing governmental regulations on the marketing and
promotional efforts of the infant formula companies. The
infant formula companies are being faced with the problem
of promoting their products and yet remaining ethical.
In reaction, the companies have agreed to concentrate
their marketing and promotional efforts on the medical
professionals only and refrain from promoting to mothers.
But, is it true that the infant formula companies are
really influencing people? What is the impact, if any,
of the marketing and promotional efforts on the medical
professionals, particularly in terms of the influence on
the brand recommendation processes (or the hospital's
adoption processes)?
This study attempts to answer the above questions
in light of the decision making processes of the medical
professionals and hospitals in recommending/adopting
infant formula. The purpose is to find out the various
factors which the medical professionals and hospitals take
into consideration during their decision making processes,
thereby determining the impact of the marketing and
2
promotional efforts. Medical professionals are interviewed
and flow diagrams showing their decision making processes
in recommendation/adoption of infant formula are drawn.
From the findings, it can be seen that brand
recommendations are really simple decision making processes.
The medical professionals would have gone through detailed
information processing processes when they are first con-
sidering brands to be used in the hospitals. Recommendation
is simply the picking of one or two brand names from the
"acceptable" list of brands. In addition, it is found that
the general practitioners and the nurses are more susceptible
to promotion than the paediatricians. Finally, the conclu-
sion is that marketing and promotional efforts of the infant
formula companies do have impact on the medical professionals
and hospital's decision making processes.
In view of the findings, a recommendation is made
to the infant formula industry to take on a role as an
active advocator of breastfeeding (and thereby becoming
ethical). At the same time, the industry can continue
promoting to the general practitioners and the nurses but
giving detailed chemical compositional breakdowns to the
paediatricians. The areas for emphasis will be: availability
of the brand in the market, reliability of the manufacturer
in terms of quality control, and past usage experiences,
In the long run, the companies may develop follow-on (high
protein) infant formula to capture larger sales.
Lastly, in anticipation of the trend of increasing
regulations and restrictions, it may be to a company's
advantage to become the initiator of social responsibility
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In the past decade, there has been a rapid decline
in breastfeeding. A recent article in the South China
Morning Post reflected the situation in Hong Kong:
According to a recent Government health survey, less
than five percent of all Hong Kong mothers breastfeed,
and paediatricians working in Government hospitals
feel the number is significantly lower than that
What particularly concerns doctors is the fall from
42 percent c holly bre as tied babies in 1967 to five
percent of the general population now.
There are a number of reasons for the decline in
bredstfeeding. First of all, urbani zc on, such as
mothers working, has made it difficult for mothers to
schedule feeds. Secondly, changes in societal values
have led women to thinking that breastfeeding is back-
ward while bottlefeeding is thought to be the modern
way of feeding babies o Thirdly, there is a lack of
knowledge about breastfeedi.g because the medical pro-
fession has taken on an ambivalent attitude towards it
Mothers are not prepared to breastfeed because they are
not taught to do so, Finally, the aggressive promotional
activities of the infant formula manufacturers (and agents)
have convinced mothers that infant formula is good enough
although breast milk is best for their babies, especially
1Breastfed: Best-fed, South China Morning Post,
11 February 1980, p. 11.
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when the mothers have to go to work. This last issue has
been cited by critics as the major cause for the decline
in breastfeeding. Nevertheless, a question yet to be
answered is: What has resulted because of the decline in
breastfeeding?
The result of the decline in breastfeeding is best
illustrated by the findings of a survey conducted by Field
and Baber between 1967 and 1973. 2 The survey showed that
breastfed babies were more advanced in their overall develop-
ment than the bo ttl efed ones and the difference could be
seen from six months to 2% years. On a more general basis.,
the result of the change from breastfeeding to bottle-
feeding is seen in the higher morbidity and mortality ra tes
among bottlefed babies. Although it is impossible to
count the n.umber of babies that have suffered or died, the
relationship between bottlefeeding and infant malnutrition,
disease and death has been evidenced by many well known
studies, A survey of 15,000 babies in 1948 (still relevant
today) have found that there were more gastroenteritis,
more respiratory infection and more measles among bottle-
fed babies. 3 Jelliffe, a paediatric specialist at the
UCLA School of Public Health, has even estimated that there
are over 10 million cases a year of malnutrition directly
attributable to bottlefeeding.4
2 C.E. Field and F.M. Baber, Growing Up in Hong Kona.
(Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1973).
3B. Levin, H. M. Mackay, C. A. Neill, N G. Oberholzer,
and T. P. Whithead, Weight Gains, Serum Protein Levels,
and Health of Breastfed and Artificially-fed Infants,
Special Report Series no. 296: Medical Research Council, 1959.
4Leah Margulies, Bottle Babies: Death and Business
Get Their market, Business Society Review no. 25 (Spring
1978):43-9.
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with the recognition of the adverse consequences
of bottlefeeding, a series of campaigns, beginning in the
early 1970s, have been launched to reverse the dangerous
trend towards bottlefeeding. International organizations
such as the world Health Organization the Protein Calorie
Advisory Group (PAG), the Food and Agriculture Organization,
the International Paediatrics Association, and the INFACT
(Infant Formula Action Coalition) have all been i nvolved
The general claim is that infant formula can be a dangerous
product in the developing countries where families lack
the adequate levels of income, sanitation and education to
prepare the product properly, Hence, the objective of
these organizations is push for regulations restricting
the advertising and promotion of infant formula, particularly
in the developing or less developed countries.
In response to the pressure imposed by the various
organizations, the infant formula industry has reacted by
forming an international council, the ICIFI (International
Council Infant Food Industries), A code of marketing ethics
for the industry was established by the council and member
firms were urged to conform to this code. In a recent
conference in Geneiva (held in October 1979), the govern-
ments of 23 countries, the infant formula industry and
some other non-governmental organizations have arrived at
the following conclusion by concensus:
There should be no sales promotion, inciuu.iiuy promotional
advertising* to the public of products to be used as
breastmilk substitutes or bottlefed supplements and
feeding bottles.
*This includes the use of mass media and other Aorms
of advertising directly to the mother or general
4
public, designed to increase sales of breastmilk.
substitutes, to the detriment of breastfeeding.5
It then follows that the medical professionals will in
future become ma' or targets of promotion
Problem Definition
Although it appears that the infant formula
companies can in the future still direct their marketing
and promotional efforts towards the medical professionals,
such approach is not without its problems. From a social
responsibility point of view, the infant formula companies
will continue to be accused of influencing the decision
making of the medical professionals as regards infant
formula, particularly in the context of making brand
recommendations to mothers or to hospitals. Such
accusation may have been raised because some infant formula
companies are stir trying to go around the restrictions
and are really acting in contrary to what have been agreed
upon. Hence, the infant formula industry is faced with
an imminent problem, that of promoting their products and
yet be socially responsible.
Before the infant formula industry can tackle the
problem, it is necessary to find out if their marketing
and promotioanl activities are really influencing the
medical professionals in their brand recommendation processes.
Questions like: To what extent are the decision making
(brand preferences) of medical professionals affected by
the promotional practices? What are some of the factors
that medical professionals take into consideration before
5United Nations. world Health Organization. Joint




making brand recommendations have yet to be answered. It
is thus the purpose of this study to investigate in depth
the decision making processes of the medical professionals
as regarding infant formula recommendation and,/or adoption.
l he value of the findings of this study can be
assessed from two different points of view. First of all,
from the infant formula industry's point of view, an
understanding of the decision making processes concerning
the products can provide manufacturers with insights into
the impact of their marketing and promotional efforts on
the medical professionals. If it is found that their
promotional efforts have little influence on the medical
professionals, the infant formula companies may be able to
stand up against charges of unethical promotion and
perhaps direct their resources to other areas,
On the other hand, if it is found that the medical
professionals are indeed influenced by the promotional
practices, it will be an indication to the infant formula
companies that it is no time to start "de-marketing" the
products. It must be emphasized here that de-marketing a
product does not necessarily mean decline in sales and
profits. In the short run, sales and profits may be hurt
but it may turn out in the end that this is better for the
companies, especially when people begin to see the companies
as socially responsible ones and learn to trust them. At
this point, the infant formula companies may want to start
thinking of showing that they are socially responsible
companies instead of continuously pushing their products
to the medical professionals.
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Secondly, from the public policy point of view,
the findings can be useful raw materials to those who
advocate breastfeeding. A review, of the decision making
processes may reflect the emphasis placed on breastfeeding
by the medical professionals in Hong Kong (in terms of
whether breastfeeding is discussed during the recommendation
processes). This will help us determine the extent of
breastfeeding promotion in Honig Kong in turn will
be a. useful basis for suggesting ffurther actions in the
area.
objectives- of the Study
The purpose of this study is therefore, first, to
provide the infant formula manufacturers and agents with
insights into the impact of their promotional practices
on the medical professionals' decision making processes
regarding infant formula. This study will investigate
the implications of the findings with particular emphasis
on the implications for long-term, marketing and promotiona1
efforts. It therefore follows that a second objective.
for this study is to come up with a reomrrenda ti on to the
infant formula industry concerning directions for long-
term marketing and promotional activities. Hopefully,
with the above knowledge, the infant formula companies
will in the future become socially responsible companies.
Finally, this study is intended to be a descriptive
research, the outcomes of which ,Will be descriptive models
of the decision making processes. Hence, the final objective
of this study is to provide a basis for further research.
The proposed models may be tested and modified or they may
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be used S foundations for empirical research, It is
also hoped that the findings will be of use to the critics
of bottlefeeding, although some further research or
manipulation of the data may be necessary.
8CHAPTE II
THE INFANT FORMULA INDUSTRY
Historical Development
of the Infant Formula Industry
In th 19th century when the hospitals were first
founded, cow's milk was used to feed the large population
of babies. llMiilks of several animal species were studied
and the conclusion was that cows iAlk was closest to
human milk as regards the chemical constituents. Despite
the similarities however, feeding problems did arise
when cow's milk were used. There was adulteration, an
appalling lack of cleanliness and most serious of all,
difficulty in digestion. To improve the digestibility of
the protein of milk acids such as Lactic, critic or
tartaric acids were added. Peptnonized or predigested
milk were being sold and cow's milk urea ted with such
preparations were sold as human-zed milk.
Towards the latter part of the 19th century, a
different product, the condensed milk, was introduced in
the artificial feeding of infants. Fresh cowls milk was
heated to destroy the bacteria and then evaporated to
less than a quarter of the volume into a viscous honey-
like substance. Sugar was added as a preservative and
the product was sold in wax-capped bottles. Later in 1866,
the product was marketed by Nestle in tin boxes.
Towards the end of the 19th century, milk separators
were being used in Britain and milk was separated into
9
cream and separated milk. The easy availability of
separated milk and cream in large quantities led to the
establishment of milk laboratories. The first of such
laboratories was set up in Boston in 1892 and was followed
by many others. Such laboratories undertook the pre-
paration of feeds for infants and prepared formulas of
different compositions on request. The formulas were also
supplied to individuals, founding homes and hospitals.
The major breakthrough in the industry, however,
occurred in 1902. During this time, the roller process
for drying milk was ,First introduced on a commercial scale
by the Swedish butter factories. In this process, liquid
milk was applied as a thin film to the surface of internally
heated drums. The heat drove off the eater of the milk and
the solids were scrapped off the surface of the drums as
flakes which we re milled into powder, In 1908, a large
quantity of dried milk powder from New Zealand was marketed
in Britain and sold under the brand name of Giaxo. Con-
tinous efforts were made to produce a form of powdered milk
which would resemble human milk in its composition. This
was made possible by an improved understanding of human
nutrition and by technological breakthroughs. In 1919, a
formula was promoted under the name of Scientific Milk
Adaptation (SM1A) in which the fat of cow's milk was replaced
by a mixture, the iodine value of which was the same as
that of human milk fat. Although the brand was dropped
in 1935 (when it was shown that the fat in it was poorly
absorbed by babies), it was the fore-runner of humanized
milk powder.
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Following this, new generations of humanized milk
appeared as knowledge grew. Each generation of humanized
milk was promoted in its time as the most advanced form
of infant feeding. Finally, in more recent times, the
products (humanized milk powder) were in effect mixtures
of whey proteins, sugars and vegetable oils With added
minerals and vitamins.
As thzo baby food industry became estaiiisnea,
competition became intense and many manufacturers began
to look for export markets. This began in 1928, dropped
off during the War years, and picked up again in the 1950s
when the industrialized world recovered from the effects
of the hoar, At this time, the large infant formula
manufacturers began recruiting personnel. for the promotion
of their products e Promotion campaigns were launched on
a global scale and some manufacturers even developed sales
training schools. The market for infant formula expanded
rapidly and the mounting profits enabled the companies to
grow into strong multinational_ corporations as they are today.
To summarize, the historical development of the
industry is illustrated in Fig. 1.






FIG. 1: HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF INFANT FORMULA
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The Market Situation in Hon Kon
There are no infant formula manutactur.ing piants in
Hong Kong and all infant formulas are imported. The
majority of. infant formula come from the United States
Netherlands, and Australia. Some import figures are
given in Table 1.
Table 1
MILK POWDER MO iIFIED FOR INFANT FEEDING,

















SOURCE: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department,
Hong Kong Trade Statistics- imports, November 1979, p. 3
The market is shared by products from major infant
formula companies such as Nestle, Wyeth Inte.Lnati onal,
Mead-Johnson, Bristol-Myers, Cow Gate, and Abbott Labora-
tories. Among these companies, products from Nestle and
Wyeth dominate the market. Although the market is
competitive, some price differences exist betwwreen the
products of some companies, For example, products from
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Nestle represent the least expensive side of Lne marl ez.
On the other hand, products from Wyeth (the SMA and the
S-26) and from Abbott Laboratories (the Similac) are
being sold at higher prices. Finally, on the other
extreme, special formula for sick, babies are available
from Bristol-Myers and these are the most expensive ones
Some major brands and their prices are given in Table 2.
Table 2
COMMON BRANDS OF INFANT FORMULA IN HONG KONG
SELLING PRICE PER LB
BRAND NAMES
HK$12,00Cow & Gate Premium







In terms of distribution, the more common brands
such as Lactogen, SMA, S-26., Cow Gate, etc. are readily
available. In most cases, infant formula are sold in
one pound and 2 1/2 pound cans. Some brands like S-26 and
Lactogen even have 5 lb. cans. In terms of customer,
the products are bought by mothers and sometimes by the
father, perhaps even by other members of the family.
Mothers are usually very concerned about the health of
their babies (particularly for the first babies) and
therefore are willing to give the best that they can afford
to their babies. Some mothers ww.iil ask doctors and nurses
for advice on feeding and recommendations while some will
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have their minds already made up about a brand. Such
preconceptions about particular brands are mainly the
results of continuous marketing and promotional efforts
by the infant formula companies and the agents. The
next section is a detailed description of the industry's
marketing and promotional practices o
Narketing and promotional Practices
of the Infant Formula L omt anies in Hong Kona
Since the market is ciui to competitive, infant
formula companies and agents in Hong Kong all have very
activities. Theaggressive marketing and promotional activities.
general objective of these cor pan es is to penetrate
the market and create consumers. The marketing strategies
are consciously decided upon and implemented through sales
personnel, milk nurses (nurses who represent the company),
and distributors. The milk nurses (who do not wear nurse
uniforms) have been trained in product knowledge and they
often talk to mothers in the maternity ward about baby care
and of course, about their products.
The different infant formula companies may have
different marketing and promotional strategies, but they
can all be summarized as follows:
Baby/Mothercraft Booklets and Instruction Pamphlets
This is one of the major forms of promotion used
by the infant formula companies. Some typical titles are
My Baby Book (published by lvlyeth International) and
Similac Baby Book (published by loss (Abbott) Laboratories).
These booklets are distributed free to the mothers in the
maternity wards, clinics, Mother and Child Health Centres,
14
and sometimes to the doctors and nurses. In some cases,
milk bottles and bags for carrying things are also given
free to the mothers. The booklets usually contain
information on baby care, instructions for preparing
infant formula and information on antenatal and postnatal
care for the mothers. The booklets are distributed regard-
less of the education level of mothers as there are always
pictures to shop correct or incorrect feeing methods.
Some pre-1975) booklets did not even mention breastfeeding
However, as public concerns about the harmful effects of
bottlefeeding arise, recent Promtional booklets begin to
discuss brcastfeeding and recommend. "mixed feeding"instead
(where bottle is used as supplement to breast milk).
Information Leaflets/Booklets
These are the promotional materials distributed
mainly to the doctors and senior nurses. Such booklets
usually provide information on the chemical composition of
the particular brand of infant formula. There are usually
nicely drawn charts showing the content and comparing it
with the constituents of breast mils.
Free Samples and Offers of Free Gifts
Almost all milk nurses bring samples along with
their visits. The objective is to leave the samples with
the doctors and nurses so that whenever a mother comes for
a recommendation, the advisor can easily give her a sample
In addition, since research surveys indicated that mothers
would choose an infant formula based on the implied or
actual hrand endorsement of the hosetal6, the infant
0Baby Bottles Banned in New Guinea, The Dallas
Morning News 3 November 1977, Section C, p. 8. in J. Sethi and
J. E. Post, Infant Formula ,iarketing in Less Developed
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formula companies have been willing to supply infant formula
to some hospitals on a continuous basis o Doctors and nurses
are given discounts when they need infant formula for their
own babies, Aside from these, small items like baby
poster, calendars and charts for calculating delivery dates,
appointment books, etc. are also given to the hospitals
and the doctors In a few instances, gimmicks are even
used to i nzduce the hospitals to favor a particular brans,
such as by means of equipment donation.
Sponsor of Medical Conferences
As a goodwill and to gain recognition by the doctors
and medical societies, alMost all infant formula companies
act as sponsors for medical meetings and conferences,,
Mass Media Advertising
The infant formula companies also advertise their
products through m ss media directly to the mothers,
although this has i ecome less important because of the
increasing pressure from health authorities and non-profit
organizations. In the past, there had been advertisements
in magazines, newspapers, on television and on billboards.
The recent trend however, as mentioned previously., is to
use less and less and perhaps eliminate all mass media
advertising.
I'lothereraft/Baby care Classes
On some occasions, the infant formula companies
conduct mothercraft/babycare classes. These are sometimes
conducted at exhibition sites (such as that for hygiene
and health) or a mother who is interested can ask for
16
admissions tickets from the companies. mothers are taught
how to bottlefeed their babies in these classes and very
often breastfeeding is not discussed (or if it. is discussed,
to a limited extent).
To summarize, most infant formula companies have
similar marketing and promotional practices. Their promotional
efforts have always been directed to the mothers and, the
medical professionals until a concensus to shift promotion
away from the mothers is reached recently.ept for the
use of mass media, most of the traitional promotional methods
are still being used. Such promotional practices include
the distribution of baby/mothercraft booklets, information
leaflets. free samples, and the of offer of gifts
in response to increasing pressure for social
reponsibil ty, some large infant formula companies like
Abbott Laboratories and Wyeth International have even
established their own code of ethical marketing practices.
she code would require the primacy of breastfeeding in all
of their product information and labelling, to include pre-
cise product use information, and to eliminate in-hospital
promotion and solicitation by personnel who were paid on
a sales commission basis. Other companies like Nestle and
Bristol-Myers stated their own policies but do not respond
actively to such code. It appears that a future trend for
the industry will be to use only socially responsible and
ethical marketing and promotional practices. Also, the





In the last decade. there has been increasing
offorts in building models of buyer behavior, Researchers,
using laboratory and field setcing rare studying how
consumers process inf ormc tion and decide to buy specific
products and brands s Psychological theories and various
models have been applied to the stud- of consumer choice
by marketing student s. These models range from the simple
descriptive models to the more sophisticaled. mathematical
and computer models. in general., in sitations when
relatively little is know, about the rules depicting a
buyer's behavior, a descriptive model is used. On the
other hand, in cases when there is some knowledge on the
rules depicting buyer behavior, the more sophisticated
models are used. Since relatively little is known about
the brand recommendation/adoptson processes of the medical
professionals and hospitals, this paper focus on the
descriptive models of buyer behavior which are in fact
information processing models.
The Information Pocessin Models
An information processing model can be defined as
a representation of an individual's attitude structural
properties for the particular tos1. of interest the
organization of this representation is in terms of memory,
processes, and programs of processing, and input-output
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linkages7. The theory of information processing models
originates from the work of Newell, Shaw and Simon8. In
their paper, the behavior of a ysstem is described as a
well specified program, defined in terms of elementary
information processes. The writers set forth a theory of
human problem solving which postulates
1. A control system consisting of a number of memories,
which contain symbolized informa Lion and are irate-
connec ted by various ordermy relations
2., number of primitive inform tion processes, which
operate on the information in the t emories
perfectly definite set of rules for combining. 9
these processes into who to programs of processing
Since then, a decision making process is viewed as,
a net through ,which an arrav of cues passes, Such cues
may include choice object attributes (sucrj as color, price,
weight), e xterr_al environmental attributes (such as use
experience, word-of-mouth), and internal variables (such
as perceived risk towards a product). Such models are
termedecision-net models.
In the information processing models, there is also
a basic assumption that man receives continual inform: tion
input from his environment and processes this information
as an integral part of making choices. In particular, an
individual is assumed to have certain rules by which he
processes and manipulates information.
A common way of obtaining the descriptive models is
to have each subject think out loud ,11hi le he/she is per-
7 J. R. Bettman, Decision-net Models of Buyer Information
Processing and Choice: Findings, Problems, and Prospects, in
Buyer/Consumer Information Processing, ed. G. D. Hughes and
M. L. Ray (North Carolina: The University of North Carolina
Press, 1974), p. 60.
Allan Newell, J. C. Sha.,, and tierbert A. Simon
Elements of a Theory of hurnan Problem Solving, Psycho loci ica 1
Review 65 no. 3 (1958):151.
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forming the behavior being modeled. Such a record is
termed a protocol. based on the protocol, a model of
how the subject processes the data f .rom the enironment to
make a choice is constructed. One characeristic of
information processing models, which also happens to be a
limitation, is that each subject is likely to have a
different decision making process and hence a different
models
Application of Information Processino Theory
To the Individual's and Organizational Buying Behavior
So far, only a Few descriptive models of consumer
choice have been developed The nfoiIiiatio processing
theory is applied to various aspects such as the choice
of woman's clothing10, brand preferences11, and grocery.
products 12. In such models, general means-ends f ramewjork
for e?zamining buyer choices and rules depicting buyer
behavior are establ.ished. i ore detailed models were
constructed by Bettman13 when he had two consumers give
protocols as they shopped over a 6-to-8 week period. in
these models, one of the important cues was perceived risk,
with subprocesses being utilized depending upon the level
of risk present. Fig. 2 is an adapti on from ettman's work
to illustrate the application of the information processing
theory to consumer decision making. In this f laure, the
questions raised by the decision make represent the nodes
10M. Alex, G. Haines., and L. Simon, Consumer Information
Processing: The Case of Women's clothing,"Marketing and
The the New Science of Planninc. Proceedings of the American
Marketing Association Fall Conference, 1969, pp. 197-205.
11p, A. Russ, "Consumer Evaluation of Alternative
Product Models, Proceedings, of the,rr erican iarketine
Association, 1971, pp. 664-668.
12,13(See bottom of next page)
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for decision making. Some of the more recent models even
include the effects of social influences on the information
processing processes.
12,13J3ames R. Bettman, Information processing models
of Consumer Behavior, Journal of Mar.ketinq Research 7 no. 3:
pp. 370-376.
21THE MODE FOR CONSUMER C1
Figure 2: Information processing Model for
Comsumer C1
SOURCE: J.R. Bettman, "Information procossing Models
of Consumer Behavior ,"Journal of Marketing
22
In general, these information processing models
that have been developed are very detailed and individualized
models. The models are process-oriented, and individualized
from a descriptive point of vieW, and the approach is
towards cmphasizing the interaction between individual's
predispositions and situatioal factors, In addition, the
information processing of an individual may also be influenced
by cxogenous variables such as importance of purchase,
personality variables, social class,culture, time pressure,
financial status, and organization, as proposed by Howard
and sheth 14.
As we move higher up in an organization and consider
it as a buying unit, we may apply the framework used in
industrial adoption process models to explain the decision
making processes. such decision making processes are in
fact made up of decisions made by individuals in the
deciding group.
So far, virtually all studies of industrial buying
patterns and processes have been of the deacriptive,case
study variety. The models recognize the interaction of
organizational, social, individual,and environmental
forces as influences upon the decision processes of
organizations. In general,the models contain three primary
elements: antecedents, process, and results. The ante-
cedents include the adopting firm's identity, the decision
group's identity, and the participants' perception of the
situation. The firm's identity is in turn composed of such
14
J.A.Howard and J.N.sheth, "Theory of Buyer
Behavior,"in Marketing Models:Behavioral science Applications,
ed. ty Ralph L. Day and Thomas E.Ness (scranton:int'l
Textbook company,1971), pp.507-533.
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variables as the firin' s age, research and development
commi ttment, its environment, economic constraints, profito--
bility, and its rate of growth. The second element, the
process, consists of a series of stages: Awareness., Interest,
ova lua tion, Trial, and Adoption. The final element is the
results, which will either be acceptance or rejection of
the innovation 15. At the same time, it is assumed that
individuals -in the deciding group will go through their
oan information processing processes. In a model by Sheth16,
the individual _Js represented through such variables as
personality, life style, role orientation and perceptual
biases. Joint decision making represents social factors
and situational factors such as organization size, degree
of centralization, and organization orientation.
in general, the models of industrial or oganiza tiona l
buying behavior have all recognized the set of interactions
that constitutes organizational buying behavior. The models
have all taken on a modular approach and they have been
built on the four Major Components: env i ronmeYt, organization,
individual, and group or social. factors. Perhaps the
differences only lie in terms of the way the interactions
are being discussed.
10 illustrate in more details the models by Rogers and
Sheth, the folloi. ing fi gores are adapted from the works of
the two writers. These figures are used later in helping to
develop the conceptual f rame work for the study and also the
questions to be asked during the interviews.
15, N.M Rogers, The Diffusion of Innovation (Free P ctss
of Glencoe, 1962).
16 J. N. Sheth, A Mode! of Industrial Buyer Bejavopn.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
Conceptual Framework
This study makes use of the information processing
theory and believes that it is possible to describe a
person's behavior by a well specified program, which is
defined in terms of elementary inform ation processes. The
decision making processes of the medical professionals in
infant formula recommmnen-idC-1tioh!/adopt-iorl processes are vieved
as nets through which arrays of cue passes e Such cues may
include choice object attributes (such as quality of the
formula, its price and composition, etc.), external
environmental attributes (such as experience of usage, word-
of -mouth, information sources, governing policies, etc.)
and internal variables (such as perceived risk towards the
choice of a brand of infant formula and attitude and beliefs
of the decision maker. Medical professionals receive continual
information input from the environment and will process
this information as an integral part of making choices
Thus, a medical professional's decision making process
concerning infant formula recommendation/acioption is likely
to be the results of:
1. A memory consisting of an array of cues,
2. Simple processes that operate on the cues and
develop mediating constructs, --------17
3. A network that represent rules for combining cues.1
On a higher level, when one talKs about the intanr
formula adoption process of a'hospitai one cGn use the
17 Arch G. Woodside and ram "The Case
Approach to Understanding Brand Choice, Journal of Advertising
Research 19 no. 2 (April 1979):2-318
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theory of an Industrial Adoption Process ilodely18(See Fig. 2)
and Industrial Buying Behavior model 19(See Fig. 3) to under-
stand the processes. First, there are the antecedants, such
as the information sources, the organizational structure,
and the decision group's background (education, length of
service, previous experience, etc.). Secondly, there is
the process itself, which consists of the stages of Awareness,
Interest, Evaluation, Trial and Adoption. Finally, there
is the result, which is either acceptance o r rejection of
the brand.
in more details, Awareness is linked to the level
of marketing support for to the
screening out of: mpossi by setting product selection
criteria and Evaluation to an individual's evaluation as
well as the group's decision20.
Research Design
This, study is an exploratory study of the infant
formula recommendation/adoption processes of the medical
professionals because so far there has been little research
effort in. this area and very little (or almost nothing) is
known about the decision rnking processes, Hence, the
major emphasis of this study is on the discovery of ideas
and insights. The study is characterized by flexibility
with respect to the methods used for gathering information
18 E. M. Rogers, The Diffusion of Innovation (Free Press
Of GLencoe, 1962).
19 J. N. Sheth, A Model of Industrial Buyer Behavior,
Journal of Marketing 37 (October 1973), pp. 50-56.
Jean-Marie Choffray and G. L. Lilien, Assessing
Response to Industrial Marketing Strategy, Journal of
Marketing 42 (April 1978):20-31,
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and developing hypotheses. The literature search serves
as a foundation for developing the conceptual framework
for the study while the experience survey attempts to
tap the reservoir of knowledge and experience possessed by
those familiar with the subject which, in this case, are
the medical professionals.
Sample Design
Since the aim of this study is to obtain insights
rather than to obtain accurate pictures of the decision
making processes, a selected sample of people working in
the area is used. ,It will be a waste of time to interview
those who have little relevant experience in the area.
The population is defined as all hospital's in Hong
Kong where there are maternity wards. The sample is to
consist of all hospitals (out o. the 21 such hospitals)
that agree to participate in the study, within each
sample element (i,e. each hospita 1,), a subsample consisting
of hospital a ministatoe, I doctor from Obstetric/
Paediatric Unit, and 1 nurse with relevant experience is
taken so that people with differing poi nts of view can be
included in the study. The origin list of hospitals and
their addresses and phone numbers are obtained from the
telephone directory.
Design of Questionnaire
This study does not use a detailed and structured
questionnaire. The interviews are all unst ructured and
informal and the questions raised are basea on the conceptual
framework discussed previously, The objective is to
identify the variables that influence (of are incorporated in)
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the decision making processes. The follow-up questionnaire
is somewhat structured and the questions asked are basically
the same as those set forth in the interviews. This question-
naire is to serve as a check for consistency in answers
given buring Because the medical professionals all have
higher education the questionnaire is set out and aoministered
in English. For the interviews, cantonese is used except in
cases whe the respondent does not speal cantonese.
Data collection
To add to the literature seatch on the marketion and
promotional practices of the infant formula companies, lettars
reguestiong interviews are sent to 7 infant formula companies/
distributors(wholesale). As it turns out interviews are
conducted with the staff of 6 companies. The other two
companies have refused to participate, the reason for one being
that the Genaral Manager is away while the other does not
want to release any information
For the study itself, letters requesting assistance
in the research project are sent to the administrators of all
21 hosoitals. As it turns out 10 hospitals(47.62% of population)
agree to help However only the staff of nine hospitals are
interviewed, The reason is thet there has been difficulties
in arrang ing interviews with the medical staff of this
hospital (which is not interviewed)and the staff will not
be free until at a later date Hence, the medical staff of
this hospital is not interviewed. Such a hospital is a
private hospital. with 40 beds in the Maternity ward (not
including 23 beds for ante-natal).
the findings Because the medical professionals all have
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Among the 11 hospitals which refuse to participate,
8 hospitals are private hospitals with no more than 30 beds
in the maternity ward of each (usually with about 15-20 beds)
The remaining 3 hospitals are Government hospitals and they
represent approximately 415 beds (60+265+90) in their
maternity wards. she reasons given for not participating
include: bus- v, the doctors are not under employment of the
hospital and it ,rill be difficult to arrange inter-views with
them, the hospital does not want to release any in-formation,
"please wait until we contact you", etc.
For the hospitals which have agreed to help, appoint-
ments are made the hospital administrator, a doctor,
and a nurse if possible, in this aspect, the outcome is
that most hospital administraotrs are either too busy or
have delegated the responsibility concerning infant formula
to other personnel in the hospital, Therefore, the resulting
sample becornnes:
No. of admini strators:
6No. of doctors:
7No. of nurses:
9No a of hospitals:
In terms of response rate, 9 out of 21 hospitals
participate in the study (42.86,%). However, as we classify
the participates into Government and private (including
subsidized hospitals) hospitals, we can see that the response
rate for the Government hospitals is low (only 1 out o fir 4 or
25%*) while that for the private hospitals (assuming they
do not vary too much in capacity and will have an average
of about 20 beds in the maternity ward of each) -JS comparatively




people the hospitals serve) under_ represents the Lower income
group (who are likely to go to the Government hospitals) and
just represents the middle to upper income group (who are
likely to go to the private hospitals).
The interviews the medical professionals are
conducted between Mid-March and early April (3 weeks). The
conversation is recorded (if permrmitted) or rioted do rn. Each
subject is i nterviewed for about 30 to 40 minutes After
the int ervietr, each subject is notified that a follow-up
questionnaire (by mail) will follow and cooperation is re-
quested. As it turns out, all questionnaires except one
are returned.
Data Analysis Procedures
Using information from taped conversations or from
notes taken during interviews, a decision making process
flow diagram is d rairn for each subject with respect to the
individual's own brand recommendation process. At the
same time, the particular hospital's adoption process as
seen by this individual is also sketched out. In cases
when more than one person is interviewed from a hospital,
the sketches of the subjects' perceptions of the hospital's
adoption process are considered simultaneously to arrive
at a generalized adoption process flow diagram for the
hospital.
After the flow diagrams are draw, the answers given
by each individual in the questionnaire are reviewed
accordingly. If the answers to the questionnaire are more
or less consistent with the information obtained from
interviews, the floe diagrams are finalized. Otherwise,
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the flow diagrams are revised accordingly. 1 o r the one
case in which the questionnaire is_ not returned, the drafted
f low diagram is taken to be the final diagram. Finally, as
a supplement to the f low diagrams, remarks are put under
each diagram to depict the uniqueness of each situation.
This will help readers understand the process and the
situational factors better.
Limitations of the Study
Tho ma Jor limitation of the study lies in the
me thodology used in the research.since each subject is
a unique person 9 the decision making process of each of
the subjects is a unique process in itself Thus., it i
very C f f icult (and porn s meaningless) to make any
generati zati ons This problem is compounded by possible
variances in interpreting the data Since the floe. diagrams
are really subj c rive drawings i t is not uncommon for two
persons who are given the same set- of c a t. to have differont
interpretations and talus come up with different flow diagr ams.
Hence the findings may not be, representative of the general
situation.
PKAPTltR V
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION OF THE STUDY
Although the recommendation processes of the
subjects can be unique, the findings indicate that there
are indeed some commQualities and some generalizations,
A«•;1'j
a 1though 1imited, 'can be mad e,
The generalizations are made on the basis of the
flow diagrams which show the individuals' decision making
processes and the hospitals' adoption processes. All
flow diagrams can be found in Appendix 1 and they have
been arranged in the following manner«
Decision making processes of the Individuals,• a.
Subject no, 1-16 (Figures 5 to 20). , , , .pp. 52-67
Adoption processes of the Hospitals,
Hospital no, 1-9 (Figures 21 to 29) . , . .pp. 68-76
In the two summaries which follow, references (put
in parentheses) are made to the flow diagrams. For example,
to illustrate that the brand recommendation process is
usually initiated by a mother's request for brand recom-J- -i-
mendation, the relevant figures are cited and they appear
as Fig. 5:1; Fig. 7:1 10; Fig, 9:1 3. etc, This means
that if we refer to Figure 5 and go to Box no. 1 (and its
explanation) in the Key, we will see that the mother is
initiating the recommendation process. Similarly, we
can refer to Figure 7 and follow through the decision
path from Box no. 1 to Box no. 10 and we will be able
to understand the situation better.
In cases when only figure numbers appear in the
parentheses, it means that the points made are being
illustrated by the remarks under the particular figures.
For example, adoption of rotation policy by hospitals
are illustrated by f igures 21 , 29 •?.nd 25 .
Suirnnary - The Individual's Recommendation _Process
Although the recommendation processes of the subjects—-
can be unique; the findings indicate that there are indeed
some commonalities and some generalizations, although
1 i m i t e d , c a n be ma d e .
First, the infant formula recommendation processes
are really simple processes. Rather than evaluating the
various brands of infant formula at the instant of consultation
bv mothers, the medical professionals will stick to the' -1-
brand that a baby is on, for example when it is in the
hospital (Fig, 7 ;1— 2 —-3 ; Fig, 9 3 —£ 5 ~~h5 ; Fig, 10 : l-~s 2 —-3 j
Fig, 11; 1— 3 ; Fig , 12; l-~-~ 3 —4 --5 ; rig. 13; 1— 3 —-4 ~5 ; Fig, 14;
13-4. pig. 16 : 1-6 -410~-hL2~ 13—14—15; Fig. 17 • 1~ 2-3 ;
Fig. 19:1—v3 —340 —11) , On the other hand, some medical
professionals will draw brand names from a previously established
acceptable list of brands (Fig. 5;l~3~y5; Fig. 10:1—14-46?
Fig. 11: 1-4 2-4 4 -8 -9 —10-411 % Fig, 12 : 1-~3 -48 -9 or 1~3 -»8
10-SxL 1-b 13 -9 • Fig . 13: l- 3 -8 -7 -1 0 --11 -12; Fig. 15:1 —3 —
4 or 1—93 44; Fig, 20: l-6—7 ~8 -10 -212 —53.5) . Such
acceptable list is first established when the individual is
considering and comparing the various brands carefully. In
most cases, this occurs when the individual is giving advice
or opinion to the hospital on the issue of infant formula to
be used in the hospital. This type of thought processes
usually occur once and the individi
process again only when required, for example when special
circumstances arise, when the individual is required to
evaluate a new brand (or any brand that heshe is unfamiliar
with), or when a specific brand is mentioned by a mother
(Fig. 6 : 1—9 3 ~5 ~ 6 ; Fig. 8:l-4-6; Fig. 10 : 1 —-14 -h7 - 9 ;
Fig . 11: b— 2 —4 -45 ; Fig . 12 : l—a3 —8 —0 • Fig . 13:1 —3 -—8 —5
10; Fig. 16; 1—3 —10—12 — 13 -— 14—16 ; Fig. 19 :1——4 -5 —96 ) ,
Hence, the brand recommendation process of a medical
professional is likely to be a straight and routine and
simple question-and-answer type of interaction, usually-
initiated by a 'mother's request for brand recommendation
or feeding advice (Fig. 5:1; Fig. 7:1—10; Fig. 8:1; Fig. 9: 1—5
3; Fig, 11:1; Fig. 12:1; Fig. 13:1 ; F ig, 14:1; Fig. 15:1;
Fiq. 19:1), No medical professionals will volunteer to
give brand recommendations, although some will initiate a
discussion on feeding which may eventually lead to the
discussion of infant formula (Fig. 6:1; Fig. 10:1; Fig. 16:1-4
2; Fig. 17:1; Fig. 18:1; Fig. 20:1—42 —M -p or 1-46),
Secondly, medical professionals, when asked for
brand recommendations, are likely to react in one of the
following manners:
1. Give mother a list of brand names to choose from (Fig. 5:5;
Fig. 13: 1-4 3-8-7 -10-11 -412; Fig. 15:1-3-4).
This list is really the individual's acceptable list
which in most cases coincide with the list of brands used
by the hospital in which the person is working, since these
will be the brands that the individual will have more
experience and confidence in.
2. Ask mother's own brand preference (Fig, 7:7; Fig. 8:4 6 -8;
Fig ,; 11: 1 32 -44 -45- 6 ; Fig . 13: 1—3-4 8 —7 —410 —1 3 ; Fig . 17 :
1— 23 ; Fig . 20s 1— 2 -4 —5 ~-6 -7) ,
If the preferred brand is an acceptable brand, then
the brand is recommended.
3, Standardize on one brand and recommend such brand to all
mothers except for those cases in which the babies have
specia 1 problems ( Fig . 9 • 1—3 —5 -6 ; Fig . 10 s 1—f14 --7
9—10-~11—-12; Fig, 11 :1—3 ; Fig, 12 ; 1—3-4-8 -hi 0 -4 1 -412;
Fig. 14:1 —3 ~4 ; F i g. 19:1 —- 3 — 10 - -411) .
4, Give no bra nd recommenda tion s e This is usua11y the
case for a medical staff who does not have enough
experience in infant formula to have confidence in any
brand (Fig, 8:16; Fig . 14s l— 3 -36 • Fig, 16:8~9 ;
Fig. 18: 1-4 2— 4 • Fig. 20: 1 -4 2 —3 o r 12—13 ) .
5, Recommend appropriate brand according to individual case
(Fig. 13 i 3 —4-™6 or 3 —7 - 9 ; Fig. 16 : 8-49-~10 ~~11;
Fig, 19s l--v 3 —44) .
It can be seen from the findings that whether a
doctornurse will make brand recommendations, leave the%
decision to the mothers, or react in any of the above manners
is dependent on such person's experience and knowledge about
infant formula, especially when a baby has special problems
(Fig. 5:1~~3—4; Fig, 8 s 1~~4—5—19 ; Fig. 11: 8 ~9-10 —-12 ;
Fig. 14: 1—3 ; Fig, 18 :1—2 ~4; Fig. 20 • 1—42—43-) , Medical
professionals with less experience in infant formula will
tend to refer the case to more experienced personnel (Fig, 5:
1-—43—4-4; Fig , 8 s i~ 4 —5 —19 ; F ig , 14 j 1-4' 3 -45 ~6 ; Fig . 16 : 8~49 •
Fig. 18 :1—4 2-44; Fig. 20:1—2—3) or make no recommendations.
In some cases, the choice is left to the mother (Fig. 7:1—3 10—
7-8 -411; Fig. 10: 1— 14 -47 -~8 ; Fig . lis 8—9 ~10-4-1 2 ) . On the
other hand, medical staff with substantial knowledge and
experience in infant formula is likely to foe confident in
their Judgement and hence feel more comfortable about recom¬
mending brands. In most cases, medical professionals will
try to conform with a mother's preference (Fig. 7:7; Fig. 10:Id1.
Fig. 11:4; Fig. 12;8; Fig. 13:7; Fig. 15:1). However, this
will be subject to the health condition of the baby in
question (Fig. 5:3; Fig. 7:2; Fig. 8:5; Fig. 9:1; Fig» 10:z•
Fig. 12:4; Fig. 13:4; Fig. 16:14; Fig, 17:2; Fig. 19:4;
Fig. 20:10). Otherwise, several brand names will be mentioned
to a mother when brand recommendations are asked for. The
reason is that the medical professionals are likely to consider
several brands as equally good and to be fair, they do not
like to favor any particular brand(s).
Thirdly, all medical professionals admit that the
brands of humanized infant formula are really very similar,
There is real1y no systematic way of differentiating the
brands (unless chemical tests are performed) except in
terms of prices and the reaction of babies to the various
brands. In some cases where detailed compositional break¬
downs are given on the promotional literature, a paediatrician
may be able to differentiate the brands in terms of composition
However, minor differences in composition will not create
significantly different effects on babies. Usually, different
medical professionals can have different brand preferences
and the choice of brands may be a subjective process.
Fourthly, given different training backgrounds, the
sources of information that an individual relies on vary
accordingly. The general practitioners and the nurses,
with less technical knowledge about the product, are
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likely to rely on personal experience and promotional
literature as their sources of information about infant
formula (Figures 5, 7, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20). On
the other hand, paediatricians are likely to get their
information about the product from special. research reports,
medical journals, and past experiences (Figures 6, 8, 9, 19,
11, 12, 13). By the same token, general practitioners and
nurses are thus more susceptible to nromotional efforts
put forth by the infant formula companies. The general
practitioners and the nurses find information in promotional
literature useful (such as the post-natal exercises) while
paediatricians tend to complain that the chemical breakdown
of the infant formulas are not, detailed enough.
With respect to breas tfeeding, most doctors recognize
that breastfeeding is best and agree that all mother should
5.6.8.9.11.12.13breastfeed whenever possible (Figures
16,17,20). On the other hand, although nurses hold the
same opinion they tend to be more sympathetic with working
mothers and consider bottlefeed ing good in terms of the
convenience it provides to the working mother (Figures 10, 18,
19). Some nurses even feel that bottl.efeeding is as good
as breastfeedifg (Figures 7, 14, 15).
Finally, infant formula is considered as a type of
product which liter between the category of medical items and
the category of food products. Because of this, the product
is independent of successes in other products by the same
manufacturer. All subjects (except one general practitioner)
indicate that they do not associate particular brands with
other products from the same company and they certainly do
not think that an ins ant formula manufactured by a chemical
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(drug) company is necessarily better than that manufactured
by a food products company. The exception, the one general
practitioner, thinks that there may possib be some associ-
ation but he is not absolutely sure on this issue.
Summary- The Hospital s iAdoption Process
A major finding of this study is that a hospital's
infant formula adoption process is governed by its policy
towards the use of infant formula. For example, there are
your kinds of policies concerning infant formula:
1. potation( igures 21, 22, 25).
The hospital uses a particular brand of infant formula
for a period of 2 to 3 months and then switch to another
brand end use it for the same time period. The number of
brands to use in the rotation cycle will be a function of
the time span (i. e. a 2-month. rotation period will require
6 brands for one year) or it will he an optimum number (like
6 to 8 brands).
2. Standardizing on one brand (Figures 23, 24).
This is a less coirailon case as most rued cal professionals
do not line to be accused of "favoritism", especially when
infant formula are supplied to the hospitals free. However,
in one case where there is a large number of beds in the
maternity ward, the hospital ho.s standardized on one brand
because it will be very much easier .for the staff in the
milk kitchen. In another case, the hospital usually buys
the infant formula and the decision maker may have thought
that he is not obliged to be "fair" to the companies.
3. Let mothers make their own brand choices (Figures 27, 28, 29).
This is more likely the case for the small private
hospitals. The size of the maternity ward is small enough
so that even if motile its choose Different brsnds, it will
not cause very much inconvenience for the staff in the
milk kitchen.
4. Usinq several brands simultaneously (Figure 26).«
This is most likely to be found in hospitals with
large maternity wards. The hospitals want to be fair to
the infant formula companies and the large number of beds
in the maternity ward makes it possible to divide up the
beds and use 5 to 6 brands of infant formula siumultaneously.
The following is a table showing the policies
adopted by the various hospitals.
Table 3
POLICIES ADOPTED BY THE HOSPITALS
HOSPITALS

















Whether or not a particular hospital adopts one of
the above policies is usually a function of the major
decision maker's attitude and beliefs and the hospital's
usual practice. For example, a decision maker wrho wants to
be fair to the infant formula companies and yet make it easy
for the staff in the milk kitchen is likely to adopt a
rotation policy. Government or Government-subsidized hospitals,
with large number of beds in their maternity wards, are likely
to either adopt rotation (Fig. 22), standardize on one brand
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(Fig. 24), or use different brands simultaneously Fig. 26%).
Private hospitals (Figures 23, 27, 28, 29) will often leave
the choice of brands up to mothers because their nma tern ity
wards are smaller and they charge a higher fee.
As for the decision malkkers, hospital administrators,
if they are not doctors themselves, are more likely to
delegate the responsibility for infant formula to the staff
below him/her. Some administrators are involved in the
hospitals' decision making processes bit their roles are
more in terms of being the persons whe give the final "yes"
in the
on the adoptionor "no" (Ping 21) The major influence
process is likely to be from the paediaicians
they are really the "specialists"in the area.hospitals as
For some hopitals, the. ultimate decision maker may be one
whether it be theperson (Figurss 23,24.25.27.28.29)
staff inadministrator the pacdiatrician or none of the
the hospital (as the hospital leaves the matter in the hands
of the mothers). In othlers, the decisi on inay be made by
a group consisting of the administrator, the o ediatricians,
the senior nurses with relevant experiences, and sometimes
the obstetricians (Figures 22, 26), in such cases, the
influencing power of group members will vary from equal
participation to concentration of authority on one person.
There are some common factors that most hospitals
take into consideration during their brand evaluation and
adoption processes. These factors are; composition of
the infant formula, availability of the brand in the market,
reliability of the manufacturer in terms of quality control,
past usage experiences and in some cases, the selling prices.
Nith respect to prices, most msdical professionals believe
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that all mothers are willing to pay for the higher priced
brands as long as they are good for their babies. Hence.,
some hospitals, in their brand evaluation processes, do
not take selling price as a critic l factor (Figures 23, 25).
On the other hand, other hospitals with the notion that all
humanized infant formula are similar are more likely to
recommend cheaper brands for the benefits (financially) of
the mothers, especimlly when these hoepitals serve poople of
lower income group (Figures 21, 22, 24, 26).
The following Table sho,ds the responses of the
hospitals to the various factors for considerratson in
adopting a Particular brand of infant- formula.
4Table
FAGTORS WHKH HAVE BBEX TAK SN INTO CONSIDERATION
BRAND EVALUATION PROCESSESBY HOSPITALS DURING
NO. OF HOSPOTALSFACTORS
6Composition of the formula
4Availability of brand in the maret
3Reliability of mfr. in terms of quality control
Past experience in sage
4Price
0Educa tional level of mothers
2Convenience for staff in milk kitchen
4
ss to rairne infant formula companies
1Supply record
The three hospitals which leave the ehoi ee to mothers are
not included in the above Table.
Finally, decision makers with different trainincs
and backgrounds are more likely to place their emphasis on
different evaluation criteria. For example, a paediatrician
is likely to be more concerned about the det-ailed compositional
4
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breakdown of the infant formula wbereas a nurse in the
maternity ward or nursery will be more concerned about the
reactions of babies to the particular brand of infant formula.
Aside from the above findings, the study also reveals
the situation of breastfeeding in Hong Kong. Only a few
hospitals in Hong Kong admit that they are actively advocating
breastfeeding (Figures 23, 28). However, 3 hospitals (Pigures
23, 28, 29) have been successful i r. such effort. These few
hospitals are successful be ause of the active effort of
the medical staff a 1d of course, the willingness of the
breastfeed. The study indica. tes that most ofmothers to
these willing mothers are expatriates who choose to breast
feed In a fow cases, Chinese mothers belonging to the
upper social class may be persuaded to try breastfeeding.
However, in most cases, Chinese mothers prefer bottlefeading.
Despite the fact that all hospitals and medical
professionals recognize that reastf ceding is best, the
choices are often left to the mothers (Figures 21,22,24,
25, 26, 27, 28). These people have taken on the notion
that mothers ..who come in al ready have pre-conceived ideas
on bo ttlef eed ing and the situation cannot be changed. Also,
obstetricians feel that the paediatricians ought to be
responsible for giving feeding advice while paediatricians
feel that the obstetricians ought to advocate breastfeeding
before birth of babies. Thus, there is diverse opinion on
breastfeeding.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the decision making processes of the
medical professionals and, the hospitals in recomr,ending/
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adopting infant formula are influenced somewhat by present
marketing and promotional efforts of the infant formula
companies. Although medical professionals with more
knowledge about the product are likely to be more critical
about information provided by the companies, most of them
rarely have time to read medical journals and hence are
relying on promotional literature and salesperson for
information about new brands and/or improvements. Given
that all humanized infant formula are more or less similar,
a brand of infant formula supported by strong marketing and
promotional of forts is likely to be accepted more read ieadily
by the medical professionals, since few medical professionals
will feel comfortable about recommending brands that mothers
have not rbeard of or which are not readily available in the
market. Thus marketing and promotional efforts of the
infant formula companies co have some impact on the decision
akLinct processes of the medical professionals and hospitals.
CHAPTER VI
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE INFANT FORMULA COMPANIES
Given that the marketing and promotional efforts of
the infant formula companies do have some impact on the
decision making processes of the medical professionals and
hospitals, it appears that a logical approach for the infant
formula companies to take will be to concentrate their
marketing and promotional efforts on the medical professionals,
particu1ar1y on the genera1 practitioners and the nurses,
The infant formula companies can take on a role as an
information source for the medical professionals and the
hospitals. The ultimate objective will be to get the hospitals
to use the brands of formula. In addition to maintaining
good delivery records, the companies can emphasize in their
promotional literature their achievements in quality control,
their wide distribution, past successes of the brand, and
perhaps even quoting recognition by established authorities
in the area,
A marketing approach suggested above is likely to
result in short-term sales and profits increase. But an
infant formula company taking on such an approach is really
using a selling concept rather than a marketing concept.
With the selling concept, a company will see its task as
to organize a strong sales-oriented department and use this
strateqv as the key to attracting and holding customers .——'-i.
21
Philip Kotler, Marketing '-.anagemen t. Analysis, Planning
a p c Control, 4 th ed . (New Jersey: -jPrentice-Ha.il, Inc., 1980),
P. 30 .
What will happen to a company that takes on such an
approach? There are great risks in practicing the selliig
concept, especially in its hard-driving form where customer
satisfaction is considered secondly to getting the sale.
This practice will even spoil the market for the seller in
that eventually there will be no customers who trust the
company. With the increasing oppositions against bottle-
feeding and the m rkketing and promotional efforts of the
infant forirula companies, it is 1ii--ely that such a company
z•,ill be accused of be--'L g unethical and socially irrespon-
sible. In fact, a major implication of the findings is
that it is now Time for the infant formula companies to
start de--marketing their products or take on a no-grojfth
policy in such product line, 23s mentioned previously, de-
marketing a product does not necessarily mean decline in
sales and profits. In the short-run, sales and profits
may be hurt and this may be taken as a kind of social Costs.
Noj,ever, it t e end t-'at- his is better formay_ urn out in ena .n
the company, especially when people begin to see the comma ny
as socially responsible and learn to trust it. In adopting
a we care leadership role, a company may be able to
increase its market share and profits in the long-run. After-
all, the marketing concept is a manages ent orientation that
holds that the key task of the organization is to determine
the needs and wants of target markets and to adapt the
organization to delivering the desired satsifactions more
effectively and efficiently than its competitors 22. To be
socially responsible, a company must accomplish the above
objective in a way that preserves or enhance the consumers'
22P P. I:otle r, -,',a rketing i,a nagemen t. Ana lvsi s, Planning
and Control. 4th ed. (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1`-980)
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and society's well being-23. In other words, the company
must see its task as serving its target markets in a way
that produces not only want satisfaction but long-run
individual and social benefits as the key to attracting
and holding customers.
At this point in time, the issue on infant formula
has already passed the problem identification stage. Public
attention ras been drawn to the matter and a remedy and
relief stage has been entered, as evidenced by the intense
amount of aotivity by the various parties to the conflicting
issue Hence, it appears that a future objective for an
infant formula company will be to proceed to and reach a
prevention stage, during which long range programs to preyent
conflicts are developed. This will mean that the infant
formula company will have to move from a social obligation
phase to a social responsibility phase, In order to become
a socially responsible and ethical company, an infant formula
company must think ahead and consider its company image in
the long-run. It must also realize that every child has
a right to be adequately nourished and that it has the
responsibility to ensure the effective enjoyment of this
right so that children may develop to their full potential.
It is suggested that the company see itself as an
active advocator of breastfeeding. The emphasis will be
on the preservation of breastfeeding and the implementation
of appropriate nutritional guidelines. From the industry's
point of view, this idea may sound absurd. However, as
we consider carefully the society around us and the changing
23P Hotler, arketing, ,Manacement. Analysis, Plarnning
and Control, 4tb ea. (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980)
role of women, we can see that nowadays most women are
working and it is likely that they will get only a 2-month
maternal leave. In other words, the infant formula company
gill only be sacrificing its sales and profits for two
months. \f ter these two months, mothers will go back to
work and start their babies on infant formula. It is at
such point in time and beyond this that the infant formula
company will :•.ant. to get its business.
T does an infant formula company create and earn
brand (commpa ny) loyalty in the first place? it is suggested
that the infant Pori-ii la company takes its ultimate objective
as creating among the public and medical professionals the
recognition that it is an ethicx1 and honest company.The
company can still concentrate -its ma rrk.eting and promotional
efforts on the general practitioners and nurses but in
addition, i t must satisfy the paediatricians by providing
them th detailed chemical compositional breakdowns of the
infant formula. Promotion to medical professions should
be restricted to factual and ethical information. The company
must not only establish its own code (or conform to the
international code) of marketing practices but must also
adhere to such a code. In addition, exporting and importing
agencies must also be requested to conform to the code,
At the same time, the infant formula company can
re-position the product as a ..weaning food`!, to be used when
the mother_ goes back to work. However, marketing of such
weaning food must be designed riot to discourage breast-
feeding. By doing so, the company can be regarded as
ethical in the sense that it is actually advocating breast-
feeding, at least for the maternal leave period. Afterall,
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all existing infant formula company do have product linos
other than infant formula and a no-growth policy in such
a product line is unli rely to hurt the entire company's,
profits.
in terms of production and distribution, the products
can be labelled to indicate proper and safe home preparations.
The infant formula coal pany may also want to be very care-
ful aboi-ttIC_ its iY ari' etin Drac ices in the lees developed
coumtries. Actually, a conservative apprpach for the
company will be to promote and sell its products in the
developad countries only, where mothers are literate and
the,place hugiene to guarantee safe preparation
usage of the product Vcr product development, the company
can concantrare on research and come up with follow-on (high
protein) infant formula (for habies older than six months).
This way the company will benefit from brand loyalty and
capture the sales Fond the 6-month period.
In tarms of public education, an infant formula
Company can work with international health agencies and
prepare educational materials not only for mothers but or
other members of the family as well (e.g. the father).The
objective of such an effort be to ai m at a better
acceptance of bbrec'.st eeding as the natural and healthiest
practice. :e sear-ch effort on infant feedinc, nutrition, etc.
can also be expnced so as to include, health care and
nutritional information for young Children as ,Tell.
Finally, in anticipation of increasing rules and
regulations against the industry's marketing and promotionL-al
activities by governmental authorities, it is suggested
thc t infant formula companiees start their ce-marketing ofdorts
as soon as possible. it takes
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imaage and re-position the product and in an industry as
competitive as the infant formula industry. an early
starter may get to lead ahead Afteall, the saying that
"The early bird catches the worm" may be true
APPENOIX 1: FLOW DIACRAMS SHOWING THE
RECOMMENDATION/ADOPTION PPOCESSES
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FIGURE 5, DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF SUBJECT NO.l
START




3, Does the baby have special
feeding problems?Y
4. Refer the case to she
paediattrician.
5. Give mother a list of theY 4






No. of Years in Practice: 10 years
No. of years in Obstetric/Paedatric Unit. NIL
Role with respect to infant formula: Final decision maker in
hose. but acts upon recommendation of Head Nurse from
Maternity Ward
Attitudetowards byeastfeeding: All mothers should
preastfeed whenever possible
Sources of information (regarding indant formula)
Promotional literature published by infant formula
companies
The subject does administrative work and rarely has contacts
with mothers who come to the hospital





FIGURE 6: DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF SUBJECT NO. 2
START Has mother already made up
her mind about the feeding
method?
2. Advocate breastfeeding.
l N 2 3. Does mother prefer to breastfeed?
4. Discuss breastfeeding.





6. Does the brand have a low salt contest?
7. Does he anu acture of the brand




8.Has this. brand proven to be good in
the past?
9. Is this a :igher priced brand?
10.Recommend the brand
11, Recomme .d the brand. o be used





12. Reject the brand,




12 13 Position: Medical Superintendent
No. of years in pracvice: 15 years
No, of years in Obstetric/paediatric Unit:6 yrs
8
Y
Role with respect to infant formula: Making
recommendations to mop ers and final decision
maker in hospital's adoption of formula. a
Y
11
Attitude towards breastfeeding: All mothers
should be encoura :red to br ea s tf eed l Ind
bottlefeed only when special, problems arise
M Sources of information concerning infant formula:
Medical Journals
10 Attitude towards present promotional efforts of-
companies: A bit too much
The subject is a doctor himself and therefore does have some
contacts with mothers who come to the hospital.
The subject feels that if mothers want to saritch to higher priced
brands, they can do so after babies are 2 months old. Other-
wise, he does not recommend higher priced brands.
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FIGURE 7: DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF SUBJECT NO.3
1, is this ante-na al?
START
2, Is the baby doing well on
present formula?








4. Recommend si-itching to another
acceptable brand
5. Give out samples of the




7.Ask mother her pceferred brand
8. Is the preferred brand one of the
popular brands?7
9. Rocommend a more popular brand.
10. Does mother ask for a brand
recommendation?
8 9 5





No: of years in practice: 17 years
No: of years in Obstetric/paediatric Unit: 1 year
Role with respct to infant formula: Making recommendations to
mothers sometimes subjec to mothers preferences,
Attitude towards breastfeeding: Bottlefeedi ng with humanized
infant formula is as good as breastfeeding
Sources of information concerning infant formula: Promotional
literature published by companies.
Attitude towards promotion-of companies: Not against.
The subject is at the same time a private practioner (family doctor)
and therefore has some contacts with mothers.
FIGURE 8 DECISION MILIG PROCESS OF SURJECT NO.4
1. Does mother ask for feeding
advice?
STAIT
2a Do I feel good today?
3. Do nothing
4. Does mother specifically ash
NN about1 a brand?23
5. Does the baby have special feedingY
problems?
6. Does the brand satsifky all basic
N nutrutional requiremets?N
.Advise against its use.
1
8. Give answar: all brands are eqallyY
good
9 s1 E. then Ihv s e doesY /
not prefer breastfeeding,
10.Tell mother the benefits ofr
i Ibreastfeeding.
initiative to talk about
8
breastfee
y y12. Ask about preferred way of feeding.
13.Does mother prefer breastfeeding?I ' z1 L J1 4
14. Give advice on breastfeeding.
Dvoes mot r show a willingness to15. Does mo
breastfeed?
17 1t No brand recommendation16
9
17o Does mother insist fora brand name?
1 8. Tell m other the brand used in
810 the hospital
10




Position: Medical Officer tObstetrics
No, of years in practice: 1 `year
No. of years -in Obstetric/Paediatric Unit:1 year
Role with respect to infant formula: Advisor to- mother (during
ante-natal period or when baby is s2ckj with regard to precaution
in artificial feeding.
Attitude towards breastfeeding: All mothers should breastfeed
whenever possible.
Sources of information regarding infant formula: medical journals.




FIGURE 9.. DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF SUBJECT NO. 5
START lo Does the baby have special feeding
problems?
2, Recommend brand according to the
i n d i v i d u a 1 c a s e .
3 e Does mother ask. for a brand
r e c o rn m e n d a t i o n ?
4, Do nothing-.
5 Responsei all humanized formula are
e q u a 1 i. y g o o d
6, Give the brand name that the baby
i s f e d o n d u r i n g 110 s pit a 1 i z a t i o n.
REMARKS -
Positions P a e d i a t r i. c i a n
a.
No, of years in prac tice : N A
No, of years in. 0 bs t.e t: r ie Pa edi a t r i c Unit.; N , A ,
Role with respect to infant formula: Advisor to mother (post-natal)
when baby is sick, Also advisor to hospital regarding what
brands to use f or the liespi ta 1 s nursery .
Attitude towards breastfeeding: AID mo thorn should breastfeed
whenever possible but mothers who come to the hospital cannot
be pushed (because then already have preconceived ideas on
bottlef eeding),
Sources of inf orn ia t i o n c o r i c e r n i r i g i r i f a i; t f o r i n i11 a j M e d i c a 1 j o 11 rn a 1 s .
Attitude towards present promotion e r:ospanics; not against..
The subject rarely has direct contact with mod,.hers (in his
pre sent position) except when baby is nick or have special
problems,
N . A . — N o t A v a 11 a b 1 e
FIGURE 3D: DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF SUBJECT NO. 6ynii.,1., , | i i in ii l . ii n Tii ......mm ..ii. .rum •«» •• -»• -.-w »'•-«-
START 1 ,, I s ba b v a I r c a c 1 v o 11 a p a r t i c u i. a 1 -u. •»
brand of infant formula?
2 . Is baby doing we11 on the brand?
3, Continue to use the brand.
4 Consider health condition of the baby,
5. hecommend an appropria to brand,
6, Recoaurend one or two brands
t}at are on my 1'acc:eptable
j I c; j-
7, Do I know of the brand ?
8, Reply: Not rote about the brand,
9, noes this brand satisfy the
ba Lo j ml r 11 iona 1 { compos i. ti ona 1)
re qu 5. re men t s ?
10, Does the mo or. Cue barer olo t; b s
] j lv 11' 1 i n . n cjc od J. ma q e ?
11, boor: fir brand have a good
'' p • - .s r f i,, ;;:;; r, c •:. r e c o r d ?
12 , R e p 1 y f 11 •. e ii 11 r I i s o 1c a y 110 i ice „
13, Advise equina I: its use.
...y
14, Does mo thru: boon a o pee if ie brand
pre l;e reuce'l
preAEKS•1wJ..IX..V.i VV.J„
1'os;t tion : Paed ia L i i e i. an ( Consul tan I j
No . of years in p ism : i i co? 1.0 yea rs
No, of years in O b:: te f i i.epa ed ia trie Unit; N . A »
Role with respect to infant formula : Advisor t.o
mothers dur ing consu11a t ic: t and a dvi sor to 1 ospi t.a 1
concerning wha t brands of formula to use.
Attitude towards breastfeeding: All mothers si ion .'id brea.st; feed
whenever possible but it is up to the mothers to decide • ,
Sources of information concerning infant; formula ? Promotion-;: J
literature and med i.ca 1 journa Is .
Attitude towards present promotion of companies: not against
The subject has direc L contacts with me t K r., i. or. t i.y during 1.1
pos t-na t: a 1 pe r i. oa ,
FIGURE -LI1 DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF SUBJECT NO« 7i- VJ VJ i- J.J _,t I .J . ji.ju. , , i „ — I 1 — • — - , w~ r.--
START 1„ Does mother need feeding advice?
2 „ G i v e mo t. ri e r •: e ad i ng in s t ruc t i on r
3„ Give mother the name of the brand
that baby is fed on when, .in
hospitalo
4„ Does mother specifically ask
a l:x) u t a b r a n d ?
5. Is the brand one of the
h oina n i ze d 1 nf a n t f o r ?nu 1 si s ?
6, Replyi The brand is okay
7 • A d v .1. s e a g a i n s t t he b r a n d .
8 . D o e s n:i o t i i e r w a 111 a b r ci n d
r e c o n im e n d a t i o n ?
9 • R e p 1 y t A11 huraa n i z ed 1 n f a n t
formula are equally good,
10 o Do e s mo t he r i n s i s t f c r a
b r a n d r e c o nime n d a a i o 11 ?
11. Recommend the cheapest brand
i a t he h u m a n i z e d i n f a n t
f o r m 111 a c a t e g o r y .
12 . L e a v e d e c i s 1 o n t o m o t h c ;• r ,
i 1 « A TO' (
: t. li .. •. Kbl
P o S3 i t i o n s P a e d i a t r i c i a n ( C o n s u 1.1 a r i f j
No, of years in practice: H.A.
11 o „ of yea rs 1 n Pacai£31ric Uni t j b .A .
Role with respect to infant formula: Decision
maker for the brands used by the hospital.
Attitude towards breastfeeding: All mothers should
b r e a s t f e e d vhe n e ve r po s s i b 1 e a rld s ho u 1 d bo 111 e f e e d
only when mother has to work. There is need in
Hong Kong for more education of expectant mothers4-
r e g a r d i n g t h e a d v a n t. a g e s o f b r o a s t feed i n c -j,
Sources of information concerning infant formulas Medical journal::
and official British Government publications.
Attitude towards present promotion of companies: A bit pushy.,
The subject rarely has direct contacts with mothers. If there
is contact, it is mostly during the post-natal period,
FIGURE 12, DECISION MAKING, PROCESS OF SUBJECT NO. 0
START .). „ Does mother ask for a brand
recommendation?
2, Do nothing,
3, Ts this ant.e-natal?
4, Is baby doing we11 on present
f o rrnu J. a ?
5, Continue to use the brand,
6 » C o n s i d e r 1 an a i 111 •:: o r d i t i o n o f
the ba by,
7, Recommend an appropriate brand
8 • Does mother specifically ci s k
about ci brand?
9, Recommend best brand from my
r e s e a r c 11 r e s u 11. s .
10 C11 e c 1 -v w j 111 m y r e s e a r c h r e s u 11 s .
11, Is the brand on my acceptablea.
1. i s t ?
12, Reply s The brand is okay..
13, A d v i s e a g a i n s t t}. i e b r a n d „
REMARKS
p o s i t. i o n : M e d i c a .1 L) i r e c t o r
N o 4 o f y e a r s i i i p i: i c t i c e : N A .
No , of vears i11 01stetricIaed 1 a 1t-ic ; N . A .
Role with respect to infant formula: Decision maker for the
brands to be used in the hospital.
Attitude towards breastfeeding j All mothers should be encouraged
to breastfeed but one should not push too hard,
Sources of information concerning infant formula : Own rosea reh
re sul ts and some t line s p romo t ion a 1 1 i tera tu re ,
Attitude towards present promotion h companies: No need to
promote as doctors know which brands are good.
The subject in most eases will not have direct contacts with
the mothers.




















1. Does moLlier ask for a brand
i: e c c) 5: r n e n d a t i o n ?
2. Do nothing,
3 . I s t h i. .s aii l e - n a t a I ?
4 » I s ba by do .1 n g we 11 on p re sen t
brand ?
5. Continue to use the brand.
6 . Recommend appropria te brand .
7, Does mother specifically ask!» .k'
a bo u t a b r a n d ?
8. Advoc a te brea s tf eed inq ( a t
1 e a s t d u i i ng ma t e rn a 1 1 e av e ) .
9 » Cons i. der i nd ivi dua J. ca se »
10„ Does the brand have satisfactory
qua .1 i ty ?
11. I % e j e c l. 111 (;» b r a n d .
12, Give mother a list of good
qua ] i ty bra nd s to c hoo se f rom.
13 , 1 --3 e p 1 y • ' 11 h : b r a n d i s i)) t a y .
14 . ']' e 11 mo the r a bo u t. p o s s i b I ok.
p roblems a ssocia ted w i IT)
the brand ,
REMARKS:
P o s i t i o n : P a e d i a t r i c i a n ( po r L -1) a t ; J.)
N o , o f y e a r s i n p r a c t i c: c- i: 8 y e a r s
No, of years in Paediatric unit: 8 yea rs
Role with respect to infant formula: Advisor to mothers during
post-natal period and advisor to hospital concerning the
brands to be used in the h- spita1,
Attitude towards breastfeeding: All mo tl to t should breastfeed
whenever possible, especially for the first two month.:,.
Sources of information concerning infant formulas Own espor •.err¬
and p r o m o t i o n a 1 1 i t. e r a t. u r e ,
Attitude towards promotion of compr n i : to-: t e;:ito p rer o i.e
produc t s for t he compa n i. es,
The subject has some direct contacts with mothers,, usually wis ;
a ba by i s s i c k ,











1 . Does mother ask for a brand
ree o irtnle nd a t i o n ?
2 o Do nothingP
3 . I s t h i s a n t. e - n a t a 1 ?
4» Tell mother the brand tiia t
ba by i s f e d o n whe n i n ho s p i t a 1.
5, Tell mother the hospital1s
policy on infant formula.
6. No brand rocoiiur.endation given,
REMARKS:
Position: Head Nurse -- Maternity Via id
No. of years in practico; 11 years
No . of ye a r s i n 0 bs t e t r i eP a e d i a t r i c U n i. t : 11 yr? a rr •;
Role with respect to infant formula; Rea 1 decis ion maker in tho
hospital concerning vhat brands of formula to use (a 1 though
the administrator will be the person to say yes or no).
Attitude towa rds breastfeeding : Bott lef ceding wi th humanized
milk is as good as breastfeeding and it is up to the mether
to decide .
Sources of information concerning infant formula j the milk nurses
Attitude towards present promotion of companies; Not against.
The subject has direc L contacts with mothers both during ante¬
natal a n d post- n a t. a 1 p e r i o d s .











J. , i.)OC i lO...) .! i. 1 ). , 1 i.3 Jl k.) I i.'.
bra nd n »c.: oiiiinenda t ion ?
2, Do nothing.,
!) T' J ) ( £ •«.
o• is tnis ante-natal;
4» Give tnother a list of brands
(same list as that used by
h o s p i t a 1) ,
5 A d v . c a t e b r e a s t f e e d .1 nrt „
6 . Does mo the 3: prefer breas tfeeding?
7 Give advice on breastfeeding,
REMARKS j
Position: Nursing sister •- Maternity tope t merit
No, of yea rs in prac t ice i 20 yea r s
No, of years in 0bstet ricPaediatr ic bait• ] .c-;»
Role with respect to infant formula 2 A cl v i or to mo thoi. s when
consulted„
Attitude towards brea s flooding : All mothers hou Id breas I. i c;r.!
whenever possible but. bottlef eediny with humsrmrod infan t
formula is as good,,
Sources of information concerning infant fa rm-Go- Prcmot.tonti J.
literature published by companic:s ,
Attitude towards present promotion of companies : Not again:; ,
I he subj e c: t i s i nv o 1 v e d n 1 a i n 1 y i n a d mi n i; • t. r -11.1 v o ; o r k a no
does not have much di rect contacts r i th mottiers ,








































1 . Is this ant: o•-na t:a .1.?
2 . Do e s mo 11 e r . i: ; ir. f o r f e e d i n g a d v 1 c e V
3. Take in.it ia live to talk about:
b r e a s t f e e c i i r i c j ,
4• Does; mother pirefc?r breastfeeding?
5 o Give advice on breastfeeding,
6 , Encou r a go broo ;•; t f end .1 ng »
i Doe si mother s-tiXI want to bottiefeed?
8 . 1 i; in o t n e r a 11 e n d e. 1 byr a
ci h.: to r i n t he . io :• g i ka I ?
9 , G i v ! bra x id p re f e re nc t o fil-
t_i!v, doc tor ,
I t ) 1 p 1 J I ; r N ! i • -, T f f --n »i. U Em.L X X I ilsl t. » a; t ip M. L- it ct X JL i I t V_.j :
11, Recommend n brand that
i; i e a s i 1 y a v .. i .1. a b .1 e ,
12, Consider age of haby.
13, Ask about, brand tViat
baby is on,
14, Is baby doinq 'jell on
p r e s e i i t b r a n d ?
15, Con kinuo to use- the brand .
11. c:o11sider a larand ,
' 7, Is composition of this
b r a n d • t p r: r o p r i 11 cf o r a
be; 1 )v o f t. h i s a a e ?
-A —
18. .is the formula easy to
pre-pa re?
19, Has this brand, done, roll in
the pas 1,?
2 0 , R e c; o i nm e 11 d l: he b r a n d ,
21, Gons j.der ,irIothcr brand .
REMARKS•
Posi t i on • Mil r.q i no ,s i •••. :• - rw ' }
No. of years in practice; 23 years
No. of years in Obs tetr icPaed ia t ric Unit ? 2 : , ea is (on a n-.ofr )
Role with respect to infant formula: Adv.; ..or to mothers during
consul t.a tion and some t i. rues give adv ice on -.i' t.o r; j. ri.st.rn- •' un;,.
Attitude towards brea s t f c.-ed i ng : All mo: nt - u I d be encou 'epa
to breastf eed whenevc r oss i b 1 ci ,
Sources of information concerning formula : :••''omot iona.1 I . t.. r v :: : ; ,
own experience , word-of-mouth, mod leal jour naIs .
Attitude towards present, promotion nr coryaniis : 'loo ruuc: li.
The subject has contacts with mother during both antenatal S postnata
period.
FIGURE 17; DECISION M AKI HG PROCESS OK EIJ) G KCT NO, 13




















1, Ask. mother the brand that, baby is on,
2, Is baby doing we 11 on present.
F o rf n i ! 7 RJ«ydij-.v»-!•».••'a
3, Continue to use the brand
4 Recommend baby switching to another
brand„
5 . Does the doctor recommend a brand
for this baby?
6S Use the recommended brand.
7, Consider baby•s condition
8. Switch to some other papular brand.
9 A sk opin iori f rom other riursss .
10 Try other brands of humanized
f o r rn 111 a
lle Consult doctor for special formula,
REMARKSt
Position: Nursing sister (nursery )
N o j o f y e a r s i n p ra c t i c e : i 2 y e a r c•A £ . -_l»
No. of years in Obs te 11 icPaed „ Unr t.? 4 yrc-A J .i
Role wi th resprc t to inf pyt. f ormu I a
d v i s o r t o m ca 11i e r s v he n c o n s 1i1 i. e c i ,
A11 i t ud e t o ; a r d s b r (: a s t f e e d i n g t A11
rnothere should breastfeed whenevwr
possible.
S o u r c e s o f i r i f o r rn. a t i o n c o r i c e i: n i n g
infant formula « Promotiona .1 rna to rial .
Attitude towards present promotion
of corn pari i e e : N c.) f a g a ins t,
Tire subject usually lias direct, con La .. is
w i t h mo t he r s w he n ba b i e s a re
b r o ug h t t o t h e n u r s e r y .






1 . Take initiative to talk about
feeding,
2 . Does mo the,sr want a brand
r e c o mme n d a t i. o r i ?
3, Do nothing.
4 Re f e r mothe i' I: o doc to r
REMARKSs
Position s Director of nursing
No, of ye a. r s i n p r a c t i c e : 2 9 y e a r s
No. of years in ObstetricPaediatric Unit; 15 years
Role with respect to infant formula : ho' roe J ly related, i.rbnl;
i nv o I v e d i n a d m 1. n i s t r a t i v e w o r k,
Attitude towards breastfceding i Dot.tieedinq can be very
satisfactory but breastfeeding is iocs I and should be
encouraged.
Sources of information concerning in fan i: fori aula : Ptomor.i'sid 1
literature , mail from infant formula corn pan Les and wo rd -
of-mouth from my colleagues,
Attitude towards present promotion o( companies: loo pushy„
The subject does not usually have contacts with mothers except
during ante-nata1 c1asses.
FIGURE 19: DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF SUBJECT NO. 15, __. . . _ - irBMinilTUP'il—UW''trrtIf m9 C. 1. » »..»»,.'-«i -tt' Ir,.-,- •«•».•-.. —»«fcr.«nV' MTW»r•VC0- '«,j-.4|rr.pnr-c . ' -iV


















1, Does mother ask tor a brand
r e c o n im e n d a t i o n ?
2 „ Do no tiling .
3 » I s mo tlie r a ,.. i i ve r ing ( o r i s ba by
d e .1. i v e rod) i ri th i s ho s o i t a 1. ?- i.
4 . Cons .1 dc- r conn i t ion of ba by
...} cj Oil ..: JL. ' . U -. I ; - J, U I ' ' ! t i ] d t 1 3 ;
we J. 1 - es t c bl» shed ma rice t„
6 „ D i d r a b i e s d o we J.. 1 o n t. h i s
Ijra 11(I f i om ray pa s t cex. pe r iu ric e ?.I i. i.
74 Re ject brand,
3 , C o n s i d e r a n c t h e r b r a n d .
9, Is this a widely
a c c e p t e d b r a n d ?
10 . T e 11 mo the r t he 11 o s p 11 a 1' s
p o .1 i c y o n f o r i n u 1 a .
11. Give mother one tin of
t h o b r a n d t h a t b a b y
is fed on (or will
be red on)«
12. Recommend the brand.
REMARKS:
Position: Head Nurse, nursery
No. of years in practice: 13 years
No. of ye a r s i n 0 b s t e t r icPa e d i a t r i. c U ri i. t j 1 3 x; ': •; r s
Role with respect to infant formula: Gi wo wcehly report cn
formula being used to the hospital.
Attitude towards breastfeeding: Encourage breastfeeding tor
1 month but bo111 ef eedi.ng is rno re conveni t• n t .
Sources of information concerning infant fonur.: ; Own cuyw. h
(fro m r e a c t i o n s o f ba b i e s ) ,
Attitude towards present promotion c com pa ni os : Not ace inn ;;
The subject has contacts with mother curing both antentLa 1
and pos t-na ta 1 peri.ods .
FIGURE 20. DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF SUBJECT NO. 16
—i inn .. I. . _l ,n ,-1M mII mii.m T rn r , ...I,..---, r v . w. fiVMHUKm. • '• •»' '• w » : i-r r.-.,
START
V

















{ y .1 -
T
1. I s t h i. s a r t o - n a t a I ?
2. Is mother attended by a doctor in
the hosuitaI?
8 „ Re f e r ca se I: o cioc to r .
4 . Ask mother 1 ceding method pre I or red .
5 a E n c o u r a g e b r e a s L f e • : cj i n g f o r 3 i v. o r 11 h s .
6. Does mother prefer breastfeeding?
'7, Let mother choose her own brand,
8 Does mother want my personal opinion?
9, Do nothing,
10, Does the ha by have- special problems?
1 1, R e c o in me rid a p p r o p r i a t e f o r i n u 1 a ,
1 2 Do I )::no v c) f a riy I; ra ncs 111a t ro g o od
f r o i n m y p i i: ,1 e x p e r i e n c c ?
13, No recommendation given,
14 , C a n mot her afford the brandV
15 . R e c o rn rn e n d t h e h r a r i d ,
16 , C o n s i d e r a n o t h e r b r a n d ,
kEMARKS;
Pos i t i on : Ma t roi l
No. of years in practice: -
N o , o f y e a r s i i i D bs t. e t r i c p a e d i a t r i c
Unit; 20 years
R o J. e v i 11 i r e s p e c t t o i n f a r 11 f o r m u l a :
Give opinion to doctors when asked for,
At citude towards breastfeeding:
All mothers should breor: 1:; fved whenever
po s s i b 1 e a n d bo 11 le f ee d o n i y w h e n
i estric ted by niot 11er f s hf:• a J th or
j whtn rno t he r i s wo r k i nn.
, : o u r; c (3 s o f i n t o r m a t i o n c: o n c r 111 r; g
i n i. a n t f o r rnu 1 a 0 wri expe r ienee .
Attitude towards present promotion of companies: Not ago
The subject has contacts with mothers usually s f tor babie.
born (post-natal).











1 . C o n s i d e r 1io is p i t a .1 • t; p r . s e n t p o 1 i c v.
2, Are we satisfied with 1 he present brands?
3 Do nothing .
4 , I .• r o p 111 e ixr s a t i. s f .: i c t c r y b r a nd ,-A
5. Consider a no the r br a nb as a replaceiaent»£
6, Does this brand sati.sfv all basic
n u t r i t i o n a 1 ( c o m [.:• o s .11 i o na 1) r e c3». i i r c11 re n t s ?
7 Does the manufaclure have good quality
control over the brand?
8,. Is the brand readily available in the
market?
9, Is the brand too expc?risive for thc
mo t he r s w 1io c o111e t. o t h i s ho s p i t a 3. ?
10.. Trial use,
1 1 , A r e t he r e a n v 'o rn p 1. a i n t. s a bo x t 111 o
brand f rom the rued lea 1 s Laff?
12. Adopt the brand for hospital use.
RL MA it A j
Policy: 3 months rota tion, a maximum of t
brands in one cycle, supplied by companies,
Po 1 icy rega rd i ncj brea s t fc%d .i ng : no s ta tcd
I o 1 i c: y t o a a v o c: 11 e b • -a s t £ e e c • i n a .
Income level, of mothers; middle
U11: im-'i tq decision makc r : adminis Lira tor , bu I
upon advice from head nurse and paediatrician.
(Head n u r s e ; i a s rno r i n f 1 i; i ic e ) .
tt -j 7 p yd f: r c? pr i b i o ce e 4-h ? ( ) Kcmlo i -•,vo c x i iw tj JA x u t( .x. c N - - c J. J . i I X LJ L.. ... si . X i i
Maternity Ward .
T h i s i s a p r i v a t e 11 c s t j i t; a 1.L- 4


































16 M 2 0
17 1 PJ P
i r
1 9
1, Is this time for annual reviou?
2, Are we saiisfled with present
bra. ncls :
3 « Find a replacement,
4, Has a branu as lose! to be consider- ml?
5» Do nothing0
6 Is the brand close to human milk?
7. Send formula to !c touted,
0 . A i e 111 e t e; s t r c?1 u 11 s s a i. i s f a c t o r y ?
9 o D i s c 1x s £» 111 o b r a r i d ,
10. Is the brand known to be good?
11. Considar ariothar brand»
.12, Is the brand easily available
in market?
13, Is it economical for the
mo ther?
14, Will this brand be orompt, ,r.
in delivery?
15, Trial use,
.16, Are we satisfied with this
brand?
17 , Ij o «re ha v e a vac an c y a t
chis moment?
18. HoId for f uture x;ac ai;c•'. Ji
19 » A d )}. t tli r b r a n c 'I.
2 0, Rejeet the bra nd.
REMARKS;
P o 11 c y: 2 m o n 111 s 1 r o t a t i o n , n o f i x c: d r i o .
of formula to use but at about 7-8 brands,
sipp1ied by companies,
P o 11 c v r e q a r d i r i q b r e a s t. f e e d i r l u P I 1i e 11 o s r • i t, a I.j. —. — .i.
r e c o g n i z e s t ha t b r e a s t f e e d i 11 g i s be s t
but very much leaves the moLhers alone in
their choice of f ?1 odirig nic• t}iod .
Income level, of mothers: Middle
Ultimate decision ma ko r ; none, equal pa rl. ic.i p.. I : on Yy
Obstetrician, Paediatrician., and Head Nunc,
Size of hospital: About 100 beds in Mr- tc„ rrn '. t aai
This is a Government-subsidized hospital,




















1» Does a brand asked to be considered?
2» Do nothing,
3 . C o n s i r i e r 11) «. :• h o s p i t a 1 • s p o}. i c y ,
4 «, Does the brand have a low sa 3t
con ten 171
5 . Doe s the ma ri ii: a c tu re r o i t lie b ra n d
have good qua 1ity con troI?
C'j Ha s rl t j. j j t and i.. ,j r ococjn a on -a«
good by mod tea j. a u 1: ho rc i. o a: ?
7 , Is t h in v 3 1 •• a a s i g n i i: i c a n t. .1 y
]e 1t«? t h aly • onc ' ;o ha.ve be;
using?
8, Trial use and consider adoption ,
'9 Reject the brand,
REMARKS;
Policy: Let mothers choose but try to
standardize on one brand bought, by hosp,
Po1icy reyarding breasIfeeding % TIio
i io s p i t a I a c t i ve 1 y a d v o c a te s b re a r t f e e d i n g
Income level of mothers: upper
tJ 11 ima te dec i s i. on ma ke r : ad mi n i s t ra to r „
Size of hospital; Less than 20 led;; in
Maternity Ward (Will double soon),
I his i s a p r i va t e hosp j. t a. X ,
T he ho s p i t a 1 a d m i. n i s t ra t:r i s th : d c i :, i on
rn a ke r b u t dc: i s i. o r1 i s i n a d e o n L y 117 t c r
informa 1 discussion with o!her
P a e d i a 11: i c i a n s , 0 l.s t; e t r i c i a n s . a i d
n11 r se s of t iie Ma 11•• rni t. y W a r d .
























1. Does a brand asked to be considered?
2, Do no thing.
3 » C on si. de r hospi. ta J.6 s pol icy «
4. Consider the bra nd,
5. Does the brand satirfy basic
compos!tiona1 requirements?
6 e I s t h e b r a n d o f f o r m u .1 a s a f e ?
7, Does the manufacturer have qood qualityA -'i
contro1 o ve r t he brand?
8, Have there been continuous problems
w i t h 111. e b r a n d ?
9 . Is this a cheaper priced brand?
10 , I s this brand s i cr..J. f i ca nt .ly be t t a rr.n.». • • r -fi 13,- .-«..•.9. ' 6
than '111o onc we 11a ve been us 1 nq'?
11, Reject the brand,
12, Consider switching to this brand.or
P u t. i t o n t r i a I.
13, Continue to use the present hi,and,.
IV H N1A TVK CV. .L..y. a i w
P o I i c y ? S t a n d a r d i z e v 1 c n c n c - b r a n •. ,
s u p p 1 i e d b y rn a a r i u f a c t u r e r .
P o 1 i c y t o g a r d i. n g b r e a s t f e e d i n g j I: e c: o y n i z e s
t ha t br e a s t f e e d i r g i s Ire s t bu t v e r y
rn uc h 1 e a v e 11a •:n n i o t11 e r s a I o 11 e .
Income level of mothers? Looor
Ultimate decision maker: ConsultanL
0 ci x a t. t i c i. a n v
b x zg o 1 ho s p i t: a 1? z 0 () bed s i n Ma t o r n i t. vi. ...... ..
W a rd .
'i his i.s a Governrnerit hospi ta.1.
Iho dec i sion m.a I;er, scieing t ha t n;o; t
la r a n d s a r e r e a 11 y s im i I a r a n d t ha t
there are r few acceptable ones, lias
resolved to choosing based on the
country of origin of the brands,





























1. Is this tiros for ;• nnim 1 review?
2, Continue to use present brands,
! A r e we s f •. s f i .: d i t;»i p re s e n
brands ?'
• !. F i n d a r e p 1 a c e n, e 11L •
5 • C o n s i d e r a b r a n 1 a n d r e a d i t s
prorno t iona J I i te ra ture «
6 , I s thi s a hum an i red j. n fan t f o rrau .1 a ?
7. R e j e c t t h e b r a n d ,
8, Trial use,
9 , C o mp i 1 c? re po r t oi i t r i a 1 •.us e .
10 , A r e we s Y t i s t i. e d w i t. h t h i s b j: a nd ?
11» P u t b r a n d o n a c c e p t a b 1 e 1. i s t
1 2 » I s t h e br a n d e ar i 1 y a. v a i 1 a b 1 e i n
ma rket?
13 , D o e s t h i s b r a i d h a v e t i e b e s t
results as compared to that
of other brands?
14 . A d o p t t i -j.e br a i d f o r ho s p i. t a 1' s i s e .
1:5, Compare the Los L rc;u 1 ts vil.h I hi
of the other brands,
RE Ma RKS :
Policy : Rot. at ion (2 Months) „ C bra net; ,1 I ' r
s upp .11 ed bv com r an i. t• s .«• -5-
P o J. i c v i e g a r d i 11 g i.. r e a s 11 e e d i n g : 1. e c o q u i. z e s
tha t b rea s t f eed i ng i s be s t bu t 1 ea ve s
c 1 io i c e u p t. o mo t h o r s
I ncome 1 eve 1 o f mo the rs : M i dd le t I ,o, a r
U11 i m a t e d e e i. s i c ri in a) (3 r : M e d i c«a .1
Director with some opinion from
Pa e d i a t r i c i 3 n a nd He a d Ni r se ,
(Ad mi n i s 11; a to r a 1 so pa r tic i pa L • r:) ,
Size of hospi ta 1 : 3 0 beds in Materni it
Wa rd »
T h i s i s a p r i v a t: e ho s p 11 a 1 ,

































1„ is it time for annual review?
2o Has a brand askio'i o be considered?
3» Are we satxsi: ieb c: th the present brands?
4. Continue lo use-.' the brands .
5 , Drop the uncar.io.c otoiy brand,
o , Consider the ( renotlv •;) brand .
7, Does the bran-? hove joad qualit( in
te rrns of c omposi t.: or1} ?
o I s the b va nd a a s i ly a va i. ,L a b 1e. n
the ilia rivet ?
9,, Is this a cheaper brand?
10 , Reject the brand.
1.1. Does this brand have follow-on
p r o d i.i't s u n d e r 111 e s a rn e n a m e'?
12 . C o n s i. d e r t h i s a s a n a d d i. t i on a 1 cj o o cl
p o i. 111 f o r I. he b ra n d ,
13 , Continue e-va 1 uation of brand .
14. Do we have a slot (vacancy}?
15. trial use (2 months),
16. Is the r©suit shtisFactorv?
17, Adopt t ho brand for hospital's us;
1 0 . W a i t. f o i v •) c a nc y ,
id I? '': 7?id ?:«A.i .»Ji '•i .J.k..3„
Policy : 0 1,2 ands used-A
s i. m' 11 f r ru1 c s .1 y , ; ;u p p I i r c 1 }.
c . m na n i :1 s .
15 o 1 i c y r c} •:»: • d i n q , ;• r c a:; 1 i.' e c d i , i g ; N o
s to Led po l j c r • or. advoca i on o
i
b ire? a s 11 e s? d i nq ,
Income level of mot.nei s ? low(;r
U i tima t e d• v:... • • i.oe i : her 210ne , o • o
pa rt ici pa ion i j:om .-.utmin Ls tr:a V.o
Pacd 1 a !.. t ic.: ;i • i ,:; , , }s 111 - »q Nur c
Size of hospital: 0 •. r 2 DO he do i n c • 1., • i J y ; i1 J r
This is a Gove rnmen t - .sub;-; id ized lioepl 1








1. Does a brand asked to
considored?
2. Ccnsider hospital's polcy
3.Tell salesporson that the
hospilal leaves the ehoice
of braads to the mothers,
4. Do nothing.
REMARKS:
Policy: Let mothers choose, stry all common brand and
obtain wha teve r brands(if necessary) from companies (free).
special formulas, ifrequired, are lought form companies,
Policy regarding breaslfeeding: Recoujize that breastfeeding
is best but leaves choice to mothers.
Income level of mothers middle (sometimes uppper)
Uliimate decision malrker. the mothers,
Size of hospital: 6 beds in Maternity Ward.
This i s a private hospital.
FIGURE 28: ADOPTION PROCESS OF HOSPITAL NO. 8
1. Does a brand asked to be considered?1.
START
2.
3. Consider hospital's policy.
N
1
4.2 Tell salesperson that the






Policy: Lear mcthors choose, stock all common brands,obcain
breastfeedincg
Income level of mothers: Upper and middle
Ultimate decsion maker. The motnors (upon advice of doctors).
Size o,L hospital: less than 20 beds in Matetnity Ward.
This is a private hospital.
Do nothing.
brands from supplier if nocessary.
policy reqarding breastfeeding:Tbe hospital activcly advocates
FIGURE 29: ADOPTION PROCESS OF HOSPITAL NO. 9





4.N Tell salosperson that the21





Policy: Let mothers choose, stock all common, brands (free supply)
obtain necessary brands from comrpani es,
Policy regarding hreeeastLeeding: Recognizes that breastfeeding
is best but it. is up to the mothers to choose.
Income level o pothers: varies.
Ultimate decision maker: The mothers.
Size of hospital:. 30 beds in Maternity Ward.
This is aoprivate hospital.
APPENDIX2 &. SAMPLE OF THE FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
THE LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTION
QUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE TRY TO A1NSWEI ALL QUESTIONS. FOR
QUESTIONS THAT ARE INAPPLICABLE, PLEASE WRITE
"NIL". SECTION B ANA SECTION D MAY BE SKIPPED
BY CERTAIN RESPONI)ENTS, REALD THE
INSTRUCTION (IF ANY) FOR EACH SECTION
BEFORE ANSWER1NG . SOME QUESTIONS MAY HAVE
MORE THAN ONE ATNSWER THANK YOU
TIME REQUITED: 5-10 Minutes
PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAITE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
PERSONAL DATA OF RESPONDENT:
Sex
Years of Practice
No. of years in the obsotetric/paediatrtric unit
Post (Job Title):








Oc cup at ion
31 r o f e s s i o
W h i t e c o 1
2» How do you see your role with respect to infant i orrnuj. a (human
milk powder;
Decision maker„ I am the one who decides on which brand(s) t
use for the hospital
Advisor to mothers „ I give brand recommend a t ions to mother.
during consultation.
Advisor to the hospila] . I advise the hospital on what brand
h n 11
3. Have you ever been approxched by mi 1 k nui sessa 1 espersons from t
--v 4- -»- rT) T 1 X O»» fi1 » ~i t' (—•( r r r, X-, 4 r- 9
_ ... . i - l
S. What are some of the promotional material.':; which are riven to you bv
Free samples
Moth e r B ab y B o o k 1 e t:f -1
C J — J
j t r - t i o i i. r y ; fj t s
_ A p p o 1 n t me n t 15 o o k s
} 'aniplxl e t s on j r oduc t c cm; o s d t i o nj r- a • . t .
O + h q o n r In
- — - - ~ — - - - - - — — _
6. What are some infant formal a companies that have approached you? Mease• -» « I I ( , rt • t , i ~v . ••
N e s 11 e
M e a d J ohn son
T3 ~ i- 1 Vd
t OI) O. i ,
Wy e Hi ) n t ' 1
Cow '(. C a t o
ayers
VY C 1 i O 1 O O UCiJ Cl O





8, What are your information sources as for as infant formula is concerned.
Promotional literature given by infant formula companies
Own research
Hail from iinfant formula companies
Word-of-mouth, from my colleagues
Medical Journals
Others, such as
9. Would you have more confidence in brands manuiactured by pharmaceutical
companies than those by food products com pan .1 es? 1 e s No
10 • Which of the following statements will best express your feeling on
feeding methods?
All moth, e r s should b r e a s t f e e d w 11 e n e v e r j; ous i b 3 e
B o 111 c- f e e d i n g w i t h 11 u m a n i 7, e d f o r n u 1. a is a . g o o d
Bottle fed only w h e n b r e 0 s t f e e d i n g i s r e:; t r i c t e d b y r n o t :l 1 e r ' s 110 a L t h
Bottlefed only when breastfeeding is restricted by mother going to work
It is up to the inothers to dec;i de
Bottlefed when specia1 prob1ems arise , such as
Other comments:
SECTION B: 1 his section app 1 i es to tho se w)io 11ave d ire c t con t ac ts v;i t h
mothers. Hospital administrators who do not see mothers at all
may skip this section.
11. Under what circumstances is the feeding issue discussed?
When mother comes in for consultation before childbirth
When mother comes in for consu11ation after chi1dbirth
During motherc.ra.ft ( A nte n a t a 1) c 1 a s s e s
When the baby is sick
When the baby is brought to the nursery
Others, such as
12. In the above cases, who n su a! I; initios ee. {.he discussion on f 0 ed in:?
The mother
v, v p 'l r
-.1 { J. J.V'
13. When you see the mothers, which feeding method do they prefer?
Br eas11' e eding Bo t. 11 e f e e d ing
lT. If the mothers prefer bo 111 e f eed ing, do they usual] y have a brand in
mind?
r
I e s N o
15 What is your first reaction when mo I hos ask about babv feed i ;(i
Ask about preferred way of feed1:1 g
Give mother a bra n d 11 a rn e i rii m e d i a I e 1 v
Gay all brands are equally good
Ad vo c a t e breac t f e e 1i irur
G i v e brand n a m e r e 1 u c t a n 11 y
Give mother a j i 1»t o f b r an d n a m e s i . c i... o ; e f r o rn
Give the brand names used by trie host i t nl
nsk mother wh 1 c. n b.ran d oi i ormul a sr.e won] q ore for
Others, sueh as
16. The following is a list of factors. Please check and rank in order
(e.g. 1 = most important) the factors that you have considered before
recommending a particular brand to a mother
price
Education level of mother
Social class of mother
Composition of the formula.JL
Reputation of the manufacturing company
My own past experience with the brand
health (response) of the baby when 7iven the forrau1a
The h o s p i t a 1 8 s policy r e g a r d i n g i. n f a 111 f o r m u 1 a u s a g e
T h e brand(s) used by t h e h o s p i t a 1
The brand that the baby, has been fed on when in hospital
Availability of brand in market o nsy to buy)
Continuous supply of brand to ho, pita!
Convenience in pre pai• ation
Fairness to a 11 i 11 fa n t for m u 1 a c (:•; r.; :1 j i i. :
01 h ers, s u c. h a s
SeCTICN C: This section refers tb tire hospital ' usage of infant formula.
17- The infant formula used in this hoc, p.ital are:
Supplied by infant formula companies and the companies are:
Bought by the hospital and the brands ••re :
18. What is the hospital's policy (if any) with raspect to feeding
practices?
T h e ho s p i t a 1 a c t i v e 1 y a dvoc a to:; b :r • e a s t f e e d i n g
The hospi t a 1 r e c o gri i z c s t h a t br e ats t i ce d in f: i s be s t bu t v er v much
1 e av e3 t he rao t he r s a 1 one i n t h e ir c in,• i. c e
!he ho sp i t a 1 do e s no t iav e a s t a t e ri pre fc renc e on f e ed i n rne t hods
Others, such as
19 - Who has the ultimate authority in dec is, i nr wlri ch brand(:;) of infant
formula to use for the ; i t ;f] V
A dmi n i s t r a t o r
0 tliers, suet as
1 sen -j; t r' l c i 'in T ' i i ri if•'J u au r s e
20 . Ar e the brands u s e ci c h e no s p i t a .1 t.iac rorsl t of ?. rr o u r d e c i s lonf
i e s , ana Ms r r o u : c o n s i s t r. r • T ( so ) Obs o t e tr i c i an




a 1 . In the decision :..aK i a,, ro c. e s s , w i; j e i •. : the ! o J I o w i n g f a 'iters a r q
considered V i 1 e ar.e eh .: c k and rank (. - . 1 meat j.msor tan I -
Education level of mother
Social class of mother
Composition of the formula
Reputation of the manufacturer
My own past experience with the brand
Health (response ) o f babi es when i; i ve n t h . f orniu 1 a
The hospital's policy regarding infant formula usage
The brand(s) used by the hospital
Availability of brand in market (easy to buy)
Continuous supply of brand to hospital
Convenience for the mi 1 k kitchen
Fairness to al1 infant fo rmu1 a c o m - anies
Others, such as
22. How many beds are there in the hospita1's:
Mate r n i a t y vv ar d ?
Pae d i at r ic Un i t ?
N u r s e r y'
SECTIOND: Please answer this section if you have children.
23. Are your children breastfed or bo111efedV
T h e y were all b r e a s t f e d
T11 e y w e r e a 11 b o 111 c? f e d
o f my children wera bre as t f e d an cj o f 111 em v;ere bo 111 c- f ecI
( no )(no.)
2 k . If your c h i ldren w e r o o 111 e f e d , w h i c h b ran d (.;) o f j nf a n t 1 o r n u ]. a
did y ou u ceV
25 » Nhy did you choose the brand(s ) ?
Larg e r disconn t
1? e c o j ::: n e n d a t i o n b y d o c t o r s n u r s c ? s
Coni idence in the b2and due to pas t cxteri n.ncc
01 hei' re aso n s . su c 11 a s
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1醫
務
人
員
及
醫
院
在
推
□
／
選
用
奶
粉
時
之
政
策
程
序
近
數
年
來
，
以
奶
粉
(
母
乳
化
)
代
替
母
乳
餵
哺
嬰
兒
巳
成
為
一
普
遍
現
象
。
促
成
這
現
象
的
其
中
一
個
原
因
，
為
奶
粉
製
造
商
及
代
理
商
對
其
產
品
的
努
力
推
廣
及
宣
傳
。
一
般
的
宣
傳
內
容
，
多
以
奶
粉
為
母
親
帶
來
的
方
便
，
產
品
的
成
份
接
近
母
乳
等
為
中
心
，
甚
至
令
許
多
母
親
誤
以
為
奶
粉
與
母
乳
的
成
份
完
全
一
樣
，
因
而
採
用
奶
粉
來
代
替
母
乳
餵
哺
嬰
兒
。
究
竟
母
乳
化
奶
粉
是
否
能
取
替
母
乳
呢
？
一
般
營
養
學
家
及
醫
生
都
認
為
沒
有
一
種
奶
粉
的
成
份
能
百
份
之
一
百
與
母
乳
相
同
2。
故
此
，
奶
粉
是
沒
法
取
代
母
乳
的
。
採
用
奶
粉
來
餵
哺
嬰
兒
，
當
然
有
它
方
便
之
處
，
但
若
在
不
合
乎
衛
生
條
件
的
情
況
下
使
用
，
可
能
對
嬰
兒
的
健
康
反
為
有
害
。
有
見
及
此
，
關
心
兒
童
健
康
的
人
士
□
掀
起
一
個
反
推
廣
及
宣
傳
奶
粉
的
運
動
，
旨
在
希
望
各
地
政
府
及
有
關
當
局
正
視
這
問
題
而
作
出
反
應
，
例
如
頒
佈
禁
令
或
條
例
，
禁
止
奶
粉
商
使
用
廣
播
媒
介
作
為
宣
傳
其
產
品
的
途
徑
等
，
繼
而
呼
□
母
親
們
恢
復
用
母
乳
來
餵
哺
嬰
兒
。
於
是
，
奶
粉
商
現
正
面
對
一
個
問
題
，
就
是
如
何
去
繼
續
推
廣
及
宣
傳
其
產
品
而
又
同
時
向
社
會
負
責
。
另
一
方
面
，
各
奶
粉
商
對
此
反
宣
傳
奶
粉
的
運
動
巳
作
出
反
應
。
於
去
年
(
一
九
七
九
年
)
十
月
的
一
個
國
際
性
會
議
上
，
各
大
奶
粉
商
建
成
一
個
自
律
的
協
議
，
就
是
停
止
使
用
大
眾
廣
播
媒
介
作
為
宣
傳
的
途
徑
，
同
時
又
將
宣
傳
的
對
象
，
從
母
親
們
轉
移
至
醫
務
人
員
。
但
是
，
在
採
取
以
上
的
措
施
後
，
奶
粉
商
是
否
能
逃
過
輿
論
呢
？
醫
務
人
員
及
醫
院
在
其
推
荐
／
選
用
奶
粉
之
決
策
程
序
上
，
會
否
與
母
親
們
一
樣
，
容
易
受
奶
粉
商
的
宣
傳
影
响
呢
？
本
研
究
透
過
對
醫
務
人
員
及
醫
院
在
推
荐
／
選
用
奶
粉
時
之
決
策
程
序
的
認
識
，
未
評
定
奶
粉
商
所
作
的
宣
傳
是
否
對
醫
務
人
員
及
醫
院
有
所
影
响
，
然
後
根
據
研
究
所
得
，
對
奶
粉
商
未
來
的
產
品
推
廣
及
宣
傳
計
劃
作
出
建
議
。
資
料
搜
集
方
面
，
本
研
究
首
先
探
討
奶
粉
商
現
時
所
使
用
的
推
廣
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
論
(Information
Processing
Theory)
作
為
基
本
。
其
後
，
分
別
棣
屬
於
九
間
醫
院
的
十
六
位
醫
務
人
員
均
被
訪
問
，
其
中
包
括
三
位
院
長
，
六
位
醫
生
，
及
七
位
護
士
等
。
事
後
他
們
每
人
都
接
到
一
份
問
卷
。
問
卷
內
容
與
訪
問
的
內
容
相
似
(
但
較
簡
單
)
，
旨
在
測
驗
訪
問
所
得
資
料
的
準
確
性
。
最
後
，
每
位
醫
務
人
員
及
每
間
醫
院
在
推
荐
／
選
用
奶
粉
時
之
決
策
程
序
，
都
由
一
流
程
圖
(flow
diagram)
代
表
。
研
究
結
果
，
發
現
醫
務
人
員
的
推
荐
奶
粉
程
序
，
實
為
一
簡
單
的
過
程
。
醫
務
人
員
或
勸
母
親
們
採
用
嬰
兒
出
生
時
在
醫
院
所
吃
的
牌
子
，
或
從
其
認
可
牌
子
的
名
單
中
選
一
、
二
，
予
以
推
荐
，
或
讓
母
親
們
自
己
選
擇
，
或
根
據
個
別
情
形
而
推
荐
，
又
甚
至
或
者
完
全
拒
絕
推
荐
任
何
牌
子
。
普
遍
來
說
，
此
推
荐
過
程
往
往
起
於
母
親
們
的
要
求
。
由
於
各
牌
子
的
奶
粉
都
有
類
似
的
成
份
，
一
般
醫
務
人
員
(
除
兒
科
醫
生
外
)
都
認
為
所
有
母
乳
化
奶
粉
都
大
致
相
同
，
而
只
有
以
其
他
特
點
(
例
如
售
價
)
來
分
辨
它
們
。
由
於
兒
科
醫
生
們
對
奶
粉
有
較
深
認
識
，
他
們
較
難
受
奶
粉
商
的
宣
傳
影
响
。
反
之
□
由
於
一
般
醫
務
人
員
所
得
有
關
奶
粉
的
消
息
都
是
從
宣
傳
稿
件
而
來
，
他
們
比
較
容
易
受
奶
粉
商
的
宣
傳
影
响
。
醫
院
方
面
，
它
們
選
用
奶
粉
時
之
決
策
程
序
，
完
全
受
其
對
使
用
奶
粉
的
政
策
操
縱
。
現
有
的
奶
粉
使
用
政
策
，
有
(
一
)
循
環
式
，
例
如
選
用
六
種
牌
子
，
每
種
牌
子
使
用
兩
月
；
(
二
)
讓
母
親
們
自
己
選
擇
；
(
三
)
只
用
某
一
牌
子
的
奶
粉
及
(
四
)
同
時
使
用
五
、
六
種
牌
子
等
。
一
般
而
言
，
較
大
的
醫
院
為
方
便
起
見
，
多
只
採
用
一
種
牌
子
的
奶
粉
。
另
一
方
面
，
由
於
私
立
醫
院
收
費
較
昂
貴
及
規
模
較
小
，
許
多
時
候
它
們
都
容
許
母
親
們
自
己
去
選
擇
奶
粉
的
牌
子
。
至
於
醫
院
在
決
策
程
序
中
考
慮
到
的
因
素
，
有
(
一
)
奶
粉
的
成
份
；
(
二
)
製
造
商
有
控
制
產
品
品
質
方
面
的
聲
譽
；
(
三
)
奶
粉
是
否
容
7易
購
買
得
到
及
(
四
)
以
往
的
使
用
經
驗
。
價
錢
方
面
，
未
必
所
有
的
醫
院
都
考
慮
到
這
因
素
。
決
策
者
方
面
，
醫
院
或
由
一
人
(
院
長
或
兒
科
主
任
)
來
決
定
選
用
何
種
牌
子
奶
粉
，
或
由
一
小
組
(
由
院
長
，
兒
科
及
產
科
醫
生
，
護
士
等
組
成
)
來
決
定
。
本
研
究
所
得
的
結
論
是
：
推
廣
及
宣
傳
奶
粉
的
功
夫
對
醫
務
人
員
在
推
荐
／
選
用
奶
粉
時
之
決
策
程
序
有
一
定
的
影
响
。
基
於
研
究
所
得
，
本
文
對
奶
粉
商
作
出
以
下
的
建
議
：
奶
粉
商
應
著
力
於
成
為
一
個
對
社
會
負
責
的
圑
体
。
要
成
為
一
個
對
社
會
負
責
的
圑
体
，
奶
粉
商
可
以
：
(
一
)
主
動
提
倡
恢
復
以
母
乳
餵
哺
嬰
兒
，
積
極
地
成
為
此
運
動
的
贊
助
者
，
8同
時
除
向
母
親
們
□
輸
用
母
乳
餵
哺
嬰
兒
這
方
面
的
知
識
外
，
更
可
提
供
有
關
兒
童
健
康
及
營
養
的
知
識
。
(
二
)
編
訂
與
遵
守
有
關
於
推
廣
及
宣
傳
奶
粉
的
自
律
準
則
。
(
三
)
改
變
其
產
品
的
形
象
，
從
一
種
能
完
全
代
替
母
乳
的
產
品
改
為
一
種
只
在
母
親
產
假
後
(
而
不
能
授
乳
時
)
□
適
且
用
的
產
品
。
(
四
)
致
力
於
產
品
研
究
，
務
求
提
高
其
產
品
□
□
累
，
同
時
考
慮
出
產
高
蛋
白
質
的
奶
粉
，
以
適
滿
六
個
月
之
嬰
兒
的
需
要
。
最
後
，
由
於
預
料
各
地
政
府
將
來
會
對
奶
粉
的
推
廣
及
宣
傳
施
以
限
制
，
奶
粉
商
應
及
早
作
出
準
備
及
反
應
，
以
表
現
它
們
是
對
社
會
負
責
的
一
群
。
在
這
過
渡
時
期
，
一
個
能
關
心
大
眾
健
康
9而
對
社
會
負
責
的
奶
粉
商
，
可
能
因
受
到
大
眾
贊
許
而
藉
此
機
會
脫
穎
而
出
，
甚
至
奠
定
其
日
後
成
奶
粉
製
造
業
中
的
地
位
。


